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SUMMARY 
A resume is given OI' an investigation of the influence of plastic 
deforma t.ion and of annealing t.emperature on the tensile and shear e l ast ic 
properties ·Jf high strenoth nonferrous me tals and s tainle ss s tee ls in the 
form of rods and GUbes . Tho data 'vere ·)bt.nined from earlier technical 
reports and n:)tes, and fr'_~m unpublished work in t his investigation . 
There are also included data obtajned from published and unpublished 
work performed on an independent investiBation. 
The rod materials, namely, nickel, monel , Inconel, copper, 13;2 Cr -
Ni steel, and 18 ; 8 Cr-Ni steel, were tested i.n tensionj 18 : 8 Cr -Ni steel 
tubes .Tere te s ted in shear, and nickel , monel, aluminum-monel , and 
Inconel tubes "Tere tested in both tension and shear . 
There are first described experiment s on the relationship between 
hysteresis and creep, as obtained with repeated cyclic stress i ng of an-
nealed s t ainless steel specimens over a constant load range . These 
tests , which preceded the measurements of eJastic properties, assisted 
in devising t he loading time schedule used in such meas urements, 
From corrected stress-set curves are derived the five pr oof stresses 
used as indlces of elastic or yield strength . From corrected str ess ·· 
strain curves are derjved the secant modulus and its var iation with stress . 
The relat::'onship between the forms of the stress ·-se t and stress-strain 
curves and the values of the properties deri ved is dlsc Ll ssed . 
Curves of vari a·~. i.on of proof stress and modulus '\vi th prio extension, 
as obtained wi t h single r od specimens, consist in vTavelike basic curves 
with superposed oscillations due to differ:mces of rest interval and ex-
tension sJacingj the effects 01 these d "fferences are studied. Oscilla -
tions of proof stress and modulus are senerally opposite in manner . The 
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use of a series of tubular s,?ecimens corresponding to different amounts 
of prior extension of cold reduction gave curves alm.ost devoid of oscil-
lation since the effects of variation of rest interval and extension 
spacing vTe-c'e removed, Comparison is also obtained betw-eer ... the v8.riation 
of the several properties, as measureJ.. in tension and in shear. The rise 
of proof stress with exteneion is studied, and the work-harden:i.ng rates 
of the va.rious metal8 e,--aluated. The ratio betw'een the tensile and shear 
proof stresses foX' the ya:riou~ alillealed and cold-vlOrked tubular metals is 
like'VTise calculated . 
The inf·luence of rumecding or tempering temperature on the proof 
stresses and moduli for the celd-worked metals aIld for ail'-hardened 13: 2 
Cr-Ni steel is in-' estigeted. An iml1rOVeinont of elastic strength gener-
ally is obtej.ned, wHhout important loss of yield strength, by annealing 
at sui tl'ible tempel'ature. 
The variation of the 11roof' stress and moclull:..s of eJasticity with 
.plastic defonuation or lll1l18al:.ng temperatme is explained in terms of 
the relative dominance of three :importlJIlt f'actOl's: namely, (a) internal 
stress, (b) lattice-expansion or wOl'k-hardening, and (c) crystal re-
orientation . 
Effective values of Poisson1s ratie were computed from tensile and 
shear moduli obtained. on tuJmlar specimens. The variation of Poisson t s 
ratio with plastic deformation and anr10aling temperature is explained in 
tex·ms of the degree of anisotropy produced by changes of (a) internal 
stress and (b) crystal orientation. 
INTI~ODUCTION 
An investigation of the elastic properties of high strength aircraft 
metals has been conducted at the National Bureau of Standards for several 
years under the sponsorship of the National Advisory Committee for 
Ae:!.'onautics. A series of papers (references 1 to 6) have been presented. 
The first tvo (references land 2) "Tere comprehensive technical reports 
upon the tensile ela8tic properties of stainless steels and nonferrous 
metals. The reID~ining reports co~?rise a series of technical notes (ref-
erences 3 to 6) upon the Im-T tempe.rature properties of 18: 8 Cr-Ni steel, 
upon the shoar elastic properties of stainless steel and nonferrous metal 
tubing, and upon PoissonYs ratiO for stainless steel. 
The present paper is a summary of the preceding reports, and also 
contains considerable addi'bonal information cOl1l3isting of (a) the :ce-
sults of tension tests on nonferrous tubing not previously reported, 
(b) some useful information obtained on nickel rod in another investi -· 
gation in this laboratory (reference 7), and (c) some unpublished. results 
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obtained in another project upon the influence of annealing temperat ure 
on the tensile alastic properties of nonferrous rod materials. These ad-
ditional data are believed to add. substantially to the value of this sum-
marizing paper. 
The elastic properties ()f a metal, as co::::tsj.dered in this report.} 
com£lrise the elastic strength, the elastic modulus, and associated indi-
ces. These p:ropertj .. es may be d..erived in both tension and shear. 
By elastic streI'.gth is usually meant the stress necessary to deform 
the metal to a bound.arJ be~w6e_l elastic and ine:astic straill. As shOim 
in s0veral of the precediug papers (references 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7), this 
boundary is not definite but depends upon the sensi.tivity of t he method 
of measnrement. For pra:::tical purposes, therefore, the elastic str ength 
and yield strength of a metal are eL~ressed in terms of five indices 
termed "proof stresses." 'l'hese arc the stresses necessary to cause per-
manent strains of 0,,001:1 0.003, 0.01, 0.03, 8..11d 0 . 1 percent. The values 
80 obtained. are found to vary wit.h the amount and direction of previous 
stressing beyond the elasti~ strength. 
As the stress-strain line for many' metals is curved, the modulus of 
alasticity mus t be defined in t erms of two or more indices . These in· 
dices may be taken as the modulus of elasticity at zero stress, and at 
one or more elevated stresses, and the linear st:ress coeff icient of the 
modulus at zero stress, CO . In :previous papers (references 1, 2, 4., 
8l1d 7), the quadratic stress coefficient of the modulus Ct was used. 
This index is not evaluated in the present summary. \vhen the five proof 
stresses and, the variation of the modulus with stress are lmown, a 
fairly good picture of the elastic :propel~ties of a meta l is obtained. 
Additional indices were derived for some of these metals: namely, 
the tensile-shear proof stress ratiO, the work-hardening rate, and 
POisson I s ratio . Poisson t s ratio was derived from measul'ed values of 
the ten@ion and shear moduli, by use of an appropriate formula. Values 
of Poi8son~s ratio for 18:8 Cr-Ni steel were derived from tension and 
'~orsion measurements on cold-drawn rod ana. tubing, respectively. (See 
reference 5.) From values of the shear modulus derived previously 
(reference 6) and of the tension modulus presented here for the first 
time J the values of Poisson I s ratio ,vere derived for nonferrous metal 
tubing. The tensile-shear proof' stress r atios and the work-hardening 
rates of these nonferrous metals are l i kevTise presented as new data. 
There are also presented the elastic properties of 13:8 Cr-Ni steel rod 
at low temperatures. 
In this paper,. considerable data contained in the earlier rep orts 
were necessarily eliminated, for the sake of conciseness and clarity. 
The data presented are believed to be representative of each material 
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tested.. Hhere feasible, summarizing statements give the results of work 
for which data are not presented . 
A study is made of the variation of the several elastic properties 
of metals, in tension and in shear, with cold deformation and heat treat-
ment. This variation is shown to be influenced. by the relat ive dominance 
of three factors. 
The metals studied and apparatus used are described in part I. In 
the development of the method of testing used, a preliminary investiga-
tion was made of the relationship between hysteresis and creep for an-
nealed 18:8 Cr-Ni steel. These tests are discussed in part II. Part III 
gives the methods of measurement, and of plotting stress-set and stress-
deviation curves. The effect of prior plastic deformation on the tensile 
and shear elastic strengths of the various metals studied is discussed in 
part IV. The influence of annealing temperature on the elastic strength 
is presented in part V. This section also includes a discussion of the 
low temperature tests of 18:8 Cr-Ni steel. Part VI contains a study of 
the influence of prior plastic deformation on the tensile and shear mod-
uli and their linear stress·coefficients for the metals investigated. 
The influence of annealing temperature on these moduli and their stress 
coefficients is discussed in part VII. The effect of lowering the test 
temperature on the tensile modulus 1s also studied. The variation of 
the calculated values of Poissonla ratiO with plastic deformation and 
annealing temperature also is presented in parts VI and VII, respectively. 
The conclUsions reached in this report are based on a comparison of the 
diagrams obtained with the several metals. 
I. MATERIALS AND APPARATUS 
1. Materials and Specimens 
The materials used in this investigation consist of several nonfer-
rous metals, namely, nickel, monel, aluminum-monel, Inconel, cop~e~, 
and two stainless steels, namely, 13:2 Cr-Ni steel and 18:8 Cr-Nl steel. 
Nickel, monel, aluminum-monel, and Inconel were supplied in both the rod 
and the tubular form by the International Nickel Company. Results ob·· 
tained with aluminum-monel rod "\-Tere fragmentary, and are g1 ven only in 
an earlier report (reference 2). The oxygen-free copper rod was furnished 
by the Scomet Engineering Company. The 13: 2 Cr-Ni steel rod was furnished 
by the Carpenter Steel Company. The cold-drawn 18:8 Cr-Ni steel rod was 
furniB~ed by the Allegheny-Ludlum Steel Corporation. The annealed 18:8 
Cr-Ni steel rod was obtained from the stock room in this laboratory. The 
18:8 Cr-Nl steel tubing was purchased on the open market. 
The 13:2 Cr-Ni steel rod was supplied in the annealed condition 
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(hflat.ed to 12400 F and slowly cooled in the fu:rnace). 'rhe 18: 8 Cr-Ni 
steel rod upon '"hleh hysteresis measuxements were made bad been soft·-
annealed. The copper rod was cold-rolled . All the other rod materlal 
was furnished in the cold-drawn condition. The 18:8 Cr -Ni steel tub ing 
vTas cold-dravm durjng manufacture. Nickel, mo:nel1 aJl1mimllJJ. monel, and 
Inconel tubing were each supplled in t:leveral hardness grades as cbtatked 
by cold reduction without intermediate anneal; alu.rnin.um-!!lonel and Inconel 
tubing were also supplied in a soft.-annea.led condition. There also vTas 
supplied nipkel, monel, uluminum-Monel, end Inconel tubing which had been 
severely cold-reduced and then normalized or streGs-·relief -annealed a.t 
5000 F . . 
Cold reduction in the manufacture of the nonferrous tubi~1g was ob-
tained by "cold-drawing" or 'by the "tube reducer" method. The cold-
drawing method consists in dre.w:!.ng the tubing betvTeen a standard d.ravling 
die and a mandrel. The tube reclucer method consists in lmeadi !1g the 
tubing over a mandrel by the use of rolls . 'l'he latter method. wao USGd 
only in producing sevel'ely cold- reciuced tubing. Both methods will bo 
frectuently referred to as cold reduction, in order to differentiate from 
cold deformation obtained by tensile extension of specimens soft-almealed 
in the laboratory. 
CheMical compositions of all the ma:/:'er:tals are listed in table 1. 
Mechanical and thermal treatments of individual rod specimens are listed 
in table 2, and of individual tubular specilllens in table 3. The methods 
and amounts of cold reduction imparted to the materials during manufac-
ture are also listed in tables 2 and 3. In each serial designation, the 
first letter or series of letters identifies the material as to composi-
tion, form,a.Tld degree of cold work during manufacture. Any anr..ealj.ng or 
tempering treatment is indicated by a number following these letters, 
denoting the number of degrees Fahrenheit in hundreds. If the specimen 
was extended following the annealing treatment, an(l before test, these 
ntunbers are followed by the letter R and an additional number indicat-
ing the nominal extension in percent. For 13 : 2 Cr-Ni steel (table 2) 
the letter E is followed by a second letter which indicates the method 
of cooling fx'om 17500 ]', namely, A for air cooling and F for furnace 
cooling; the final number indicates the tempering temperature in hundreds. 
The original rod diameters and the diameters of the rod test spec-
imens are given in table 1. The gaga diameters of these s-pecimens were 
made as large as possible in order to decrease the error of entimating 
the stress; the error (in pounds) in estimating the load is practIcally 
independent of the load, for any sca.le range of the test i.ng machJne. :in 
other respects, the rod specimens ,"ere according to the stan.dard of the 
Am.erican Society for Testing Naterials for threaded specimens vTi th 2" 
inch gage length. The ratio of gage le:cgth to di8lJ1eter for the r00. op ec-
imens was unimportant in this investigation, because the tests dJd not 
require extension beyond the poin.t of beginning local contrp.ction. 
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All tubes were of l-inch outside diameter, nominal size. The nickel, 
monel , aluminum-monel, and 1nconel tllbes were of 0.085-inch wall thick-
ness and the stainless steel tubes of O.l-inch ~all thiclcness, nominal 
size. The specimens were thoroughly cleaned, after which the l ength, 
average outside diameter, and. weight of each were accurately measured . 
The average "18.11 thickness of each specimen wa s computed from these dat a , 
and from a density value carefully determined by the hydrostatic 'veigh-
i ng method on a small sample of the same material. 
Single rod specimens were prepared corresponding to each treatment 
indi cated in table 2 . Duplicate specimens of nickel, monel .• aluminum-
monel, and 1nconel tubes were prepared corresponding to each treatment 
indicated in table 3; identical tubular specimens were tested in tension 
and in torsion . Only single specimens of 18: 8 Cr-Ni steel tubes '·Tere 
prepared corresponding to each treatment listed in table 3. Before test, 
each tubular specimen had its end.s fitted. wi th tight plugs in order to 
prevent distortion during test. 
A pendulum-hydraulic testing machi ne of 50,000-pound capacity was 
used for tension testing. The threaded rod specimens were held in grips 
"'i th spherical seats. Wedge t.ype grips held the tubular tension test 
specimens. Torsion tests were made in a manually operated pendulum-type 
test i ng machine of 13,000 inch-pound capacity. 
Most of the room temperature tension tests were made with a pair of 
Tuckerman optical exteu80meters; these gages were attached to opposite 
sides of the speoimens . The smallest gage division of this extens ometer 
corresponds to a change of length of 0.00004 inch . By means of a vernier 
on this instrument, it is possiblc to estimate changes of length to with-
in about 0.000002 inch; this sensitivity corresponds to a strain sensi-
tivity of 1 x 10- 4 percent for the 2-inch gage length used. A limHed 
number of measurements were also made with an Ewing extensometer of some -
what poorer scnsitivity. 
Room tlJmperature torsion tests wer e made wi th an optical torsion 
meter (fig. 1) of hi gh sensitivity, especially designed and constructed 
for measuring shear strain in this invest:igation . A description of this 
torsion meter was gi ven in earlier report (reference 4). The smal l est 
gage division on the scale of the collimator used in conjunction with the 
torsion meter represents a relative angular motion of 0.0002 radi an of 
tube cross section a gage length (25 in.) apart . This correspondo to a 
change of strain of les s than 4.0 X 1.0- 3 percent for the size tubular 
specimens used. By means of a vernier on the collimator scale, changes 
of strain of less t han 2.0 x 10- 4 percent can be detected. 
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For the Imr temperature tests described in this report., the specimen 
was immersed in a bath con.sisting of equal parte of carbon tetrachloride 
and chlorofol~, to which had been added an excess of solid carbon dioxide. 
The modified Tuckerman extensometer and chamber used (fig. 2) were de-
scribed earlier (reference 3). 
II. lITSTEP.ESIS AND CREEP OF AIDlEALED 18: 8 Cr-Ni STEEL 
As previously mentioned, the boundary between elastic and plastic 
strain is cOllsiderably affected by the amount and direction of any pre-
vious stressing beyond this bOttndary. One manifestation of this effect fu 
knovffi as mechanical hysteresis. By plotting strain measurements obtained 
at various stress increments, while raiSing and lowering the load in a 
single stress cycle, there would be obtained a curve the ascending and 
descending portions of which generally do not coincide. This vrould hold 
true eyen if the maximum stress were well belOW the technical elastic 
limi t. The cycle of stress thus causes a hystel'esis loop 1 which mayor 
may not be closed at the bottom. The width of the loop and the degree of 
separation of the ascending and descending curves at the bottom depend on 
the stress range, the rate of loading and the number and character of the 
previous cycles. 
1. General Description of Experiments on Hysteresis and Creep 
In order to study in detail the interrelationship between stress, 
strain, and permanent set, it is important to understand the influence of 
hysteresis on the stress-strain characteristic and its relationship to 
positive and negative creep. In figure 3 are sho~~ selected hysteresis 
loops of series obtained upon each of three similar 18:8 Cr-Ni steel rod 
specimens, DA-5, DA-3, and DA-4.~ This rod material, DA, which was re-
ceived in the soft-annealed condition, is the same as used in a previous 
investigation in this laboratory (reference 8). In each of the eeries, 
the specimen was loaded between constant values of upper and lower load; 
the lower load 'vas just sllfficient to preserve allnement of the grips, 
the adapter, and the specimen. With the stress range used for each spec-
imen, considerable permanent set ~Tas obtained with the initial cycles. 
The stresses indicated were calculated by dividing the load by the crOSB 
sectional area at the begiltning of each cycle. Such stresses are termed 
true stresses. 
In figure 3 the origin of each loop has been shifted fO!"l-lard by a 
constant abscissa interval from the origin of the preceding loop plotted. 
lIn the designation of these three specimens, the final number is 
used for identification only; it bears no relation to any anneaHng 
temperature. 
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The number of each cycle tn the series is given at the top. The cycle 
time, in m:lnutes) is gj.ven at the top of each loop in the upper 1'01'; and 
insid.e each loop in the lower row. The total plastic extension prior to 
each cycle is also given :LnsJd.e each loop. The time :Lnterva.l between 
cycles is lndicated by the symbol at the begiILTlj.ng of each cycle, 
Because of the greater stress l 'ange in the cycles of the upper row, 
the plastIc extension of' specimen Ilk·5 in the first few cycles was greater 
than obtair.ed. on specimen DA·.'3 :!.n the lmfer rO'.r . .. ('rhese specimens are 
desibnated lA-5 and lA-3, respectivelJ, in reference 1.) Nevertheless, 
the permanent set per cycle decreased more l'lJ.pidJ'y in the upper rOy1 than 
in the lower row, o¥ing probaoly to the greater work-harCl.ening at the 
greater stress ran8e in these c:;-cles. ::Secalll::le of . accidental overstress-
ing, only 29 cycles C011ld be obtained upon specimen DA- 3; only the first 
5 cycles are shmv'll. A nell specimen of this material, DA-4 (a.esignated 
lA-4 in reference 1) "ms i ven 30 rapid cycles over the saIlle stress range, 
wi thout measUl'ing strain, ' and the experiment then "as cant inued. Some 
few cycles obtained on specimen DA-h are given in the right-hand portion 
of the lOifer row of figure 3. A comprehensi ve d~scussion and. additional 
data, relative to these tests, are found. in an earlier report (reference 
1) . 
2. H;ysteresls Experimel1ts on Specimen DA-5 
The first 4 cycles in the upper row of figure 3 are represented by 
'ord.inary stress-strain curves. The first cycle, because of the relatively 
high stress applied to this annealed material, caused an extension of 15 
:percent. The solid line represents the variation (with 'strain) of the 
nominal stress, that is, stress based on the original sectional area; the 
broken line represents the variation of stress based on the actual cross 
section corresponding to the strain . Each of the other loops of the 
upper row is a plot of the true stress as previously defined. 
Comparison of loops 1 to 4, with allowance for the fact that the 
abscissa scale is much more sensitive for loops, 2, 3, and. 4 than for 
loop 1, shows that each of these loops (both at the middle and at the 
bottom openiI'..g) is considera'bly narrower than the preceding loop. With 
continued cyclic repetition, the difference in form between any two ad-
jace".t loo:ps gradually becomes smaller. In order to study these later 
vari.ations, therefore, it is necessary to use a still more sensitive 
abscissa scale. For loops 5 to 161, consequently, absciscas represent 
deviations from a tensile modulus of 31 x 106 Dsi, plotted on a more open 
scale. (A more detailed discussion of the deviation method of plotting 
is given later in the description of fig. 4.) 
Consideration is given now to the variation with cyclic repetition 
of the loop "Tidth at the middle, the width of the opening at the bottom, 
and the negative creep at the bottom. These values are listed in table 4; 
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values for cycles ~ot ~hown in this figure mB.y be found in an ea~lier re-
port (reference, 1, tabl~ III). For some cycles, strain measurements were 
not made, but the stress range '-Tas the same as for the measured cycles. 
The time for the ~1measured cyc~e was fuuch less than for a measured cycle. 
The net plast:tc flxtf'nsion per cycle, consequently, wa.s much le83 for the 
unmeasured than for the measured cycla . . " 
With cyclic repetition, as sho~~ in figure 3 and table 4, the width 
of the loop at the miid1.o, and the .,idth of tbe opening at the bottom 
tend to decrease . This general trend fo~ each' of these values, however, 
is sometimes internlpted or masked by any marked variation of the cycle 
time, or of the time il~tel'val between .cycles. Each cycle represented i n 
the upper row of figure 3 generally started immediately after the end of 
the cycle preceding it in tha test. (The measUred negative creep at the 
end of a cycle was viewed as part of that cycle.) After 11 short cycles 
144 to 154, however, there was a rest i~terval of 1 day. Loop 155, which 
followed this rest ,interval, is much '\>Tider thin loop 140. 'l'his "ridening 
effect is only tempora17; during several subsequent loops the width rap-
idly decreases and the general trend is 'resumed. 
The net permBJ."'1ent extension per cycle (Width of the opening at ~he 
bottom of the loop) is the difference between the total positive creep 
and the total negativocroep dUl'ing the cycle . Most of the positive 
creep occUrs at and near the top of the leap, and most of the negative 
creep occurs at and n:3ar the bottom. The bulging of the loop in the 
first part of the descent fram ~he top ' gives qualitative evidence of pos-
itive creep; but the act~al creep is less tPan indicated, owing to the 
use of the deviation method of plotting. It was not possible to make di-
rect measurements of either the total ,positive or total negative creep 
---- ) ----
occurring during ,a cycle. Values of the posit~ve creep based on the 
bulging of the loop below the top, however; are listed in table 4j these 
values have only qualitative 6ignific~ce. They would be less had more 
time been allowed for positive creep ,at' th~ , top' . of the loop. 
Positive creep during the fir~t part of the descent from the top may 
have its counterpart in negative creep' during the first part of the as-
cent from the bottom of the loop. That is, if time 'is not given for neg-
ative creep ' at the bottom of a loop, nega"tive creep generally becomes ev-
ident during the f 'irst part of the ascent of the next loop in increasing 
the steepness of the curve. In an investigation of the stress-strain or 
stress-set relationship , therefore, care is necessary to eliminate or 
minimize the disturbing effect of negative creep 'near the end of a cycle, 
on the form of the following stress-strain or stress-set curve. In the 
cycles represented in figure 3 and in most of the 'experiments represented 
in the figures of this report, the disturbing effect of negative creep 
was minimized by allowing a rest interval before beginning the next cycle. 
Time was thus given for completion of important thermal creep and the 
most rapid part of the inelastic creep. Much longer time is necessary, 
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however, to eliminate entirely the influence of inelastic negative creep 
(reference 9). In table 4, the amounts of negative creep during 1 and 3 
minutes are lis~ed for specimen DA-5. That the rate of negative creep 
decreases rapidly is indicated by the greater creep occurring during the 
first minute than in the succeeding 2 minutes. The negative creep during 
the first .. minute for these cycles is not plotted in figure 3. 
3. Hysteresis Experiments on Specimens DA-3 and DA-4 
In the lower row of figure 3 the loops represent series of cycles 
obtained on two specimens DA-3 and DA-4. The stress range used was some-
what smaller than used with specimen DA-5. As noted before, overstress 
on specimen DA-3 after 29 cycles necessitated the continuation of these 
tests upon specimen DA-4, which was first given 30 rapid unmeasured 
cycles. The total extension during these first 30 cycles was not meas-
ured, but as explained earlier (reference 1), could be assumed to be 
about 3.5 percent. 
The first five stress-strain loops for specimen DA-3 are plotted; 
the remaining selected loops shown were obtained with specimen DA-4, and 
are plotted as deviation from a modulus of 31 x 10 6 psi on a more open 
Bcale. Data on the cycles shown are listed in table 4. Data not shown 
for measured and urw~asured cycles on these specimens may be found in an 
an earlier report (reference 1, tables IV and V). 
For cycles 83 through 388 upon specimen DA-4, the extensometer used 
was reset after each measured cycle, permitting some small ~easured 
negative creep during this interim. This interval was therefore not con-
sidered a part of a cycle; as indicated by the first symbol of the suc-
ceeding cycle, this resetting generally required 2 minutes. The negative 
creep measured after the first minute rest interval, however, is consid-
ered a portion of the previous cycle. 
Cycle 31 is somewhat wider than any of the loops immediately follow-
ing (see reference 1) owing probably to an unstable condition induced 
during the preceding 30 rapid cycles. With slow cyclic repetition, the 
maximum loop width and the width of the opening at the bottom of the loop 
gradually decrease. The positive creep likewise gradually decreases. 
The 3-day interval preceding loop 116 causes it to be somewhat wider than 
loop 83. However, loop 118, which has a short prior rest interval, has 
considerably less loop width than loop 83. Loops 376 and 377 are not ap-
preciably different from loop 118. Rapid cyclic stressing preceding 
loop 376 evidently did not cause it to differ appreciably from loop 377. 
Hence, loop 388 is effectively wider than loop 377 owing to the greatly 
increased cycle time, rather than because of the rapid cycles preceding 
it. 
10 
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4, Variatian af Cr-eep with Cyclic Repetitian 
Negative creep at the battom af the laop evidently decreases rapidly 
during the first few cycles, and changes mare slawly wit.h further cyclic 
stressing. With cyclic repetitian, both the net pasitive and negative 
creep pl'obably appraach zero.. The wio.th af the laap at the middle, haw-
ever, prabably app~aaches a limiting value greater than Zero.. With a 
caID:''pletely clased laap, the farm and. size would be independent af cycle 
time; praducing "elastic," ar bet.tel', "sta.tical" hysteresis. 
statical hysteresis evidently had not been attained in specimens 
DA-5 ar DA-4, since the laops a:i.~e far fram closure. Thousands, possibly 
millions,of cycles probably would be necessary to. cause such closure 
(reference 10). With much sha~ter cycle time (higher cycle frequency), 
the number of cycles necessary to. reach a conditian of statical hystere-
sis wauld be still greater. 
Negative creep frequently is called "elastic aftereffect." This 
term is erraneaus, hovTever, because negative creep is often caused by 
plastic defarmation af parts of the microstructure af a metal. One kind 
af negative creep which is truly elastic is thermal creep, as caused by 
temperature equalizatian ai' a metal following a rapid change of stress. 
In a comprehensive discussian of thennal cr3ep given in the earlier re-
port (reference 1, p. 8) it is shown that the measurable thermal creep 
caused by loading or unloading, within the yield stress range, a speci-
men of the farm and size use~, prabably wauld be complete within a 
minute. Calculatian af the amaunt af total thermal negative creep far 
the laaps illustrated in figure 3 gives a value af less than 0.001 per-
cent. The negative creep abserved at the end af each laop measured was 
therefare almost entirely inelastic creep . Althaugh there may oe a 
real difference between the eo-called "drift" and ather types of slaw 
creep referred to. in the literature, the authors are unable to make such 
a distinctian in the discussion af the data to be presented. 
III. MEASUREMENT OF STRESS, STRAIN, AND PERMANENT SET 
1. Methad of Test and Platting af Results 
In each series of hysteresis experiments previously described, the 
stress range was held canstant. To. investigate the elastic strength and 
madulus af elasticity, however) it has been faund desirable to. subject 
the metal to. repeated stress cycles of increasing range, so. as to obtain 
correlated stress-strain and stress-set curves. For this purpose spec-
imens have oeen loaded fu.d unloaded cyclically to pragressively greater 
10. ads , until the tatal plastic extension reached at least 0.1 percent. 
The specimen was nat campletely unlaaded during each cycle, but only to. 
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a fixed lower value, in order to avoid disturbing the alinement 'of grips, 
adapters, and specimen. 
By plo~ting for each cycle of stress, the strain as measured by 
difference in stl'a 1.n meter' readings at each npper load and at the begin:,.. 
ning of the first cycle of stress, agdinst "the stress correspondlng to 
each upper load,~ a stress-strain curve may be obtained from the series 
of stress cycles. Such a stress-strain curve is generally almost iden-
tical with a curve obtained with uninterrupted increase of stress. An 
actual stress--strain curve obtained by cyclic loading and unloading in 
tension is shown in fi6~re 4A (desigr~ted uncorrected). Stress is 
plot'ted. as ordinates and strain (extension) as abscissa. The experimen-
tal values are indicated as points on the curve; which has been extrapo-
lated to zero stress. 
For a more sensi ti ve picture of the variation of strain 'l-ri th stress, 
it is desirable to plot a stress-deviation curve, as shown by the broken 
curve (designated uncorrected.) in figure 4B. The strains represented in 
this figure are not the total strains, but are the calculated differences 
between the total strains and the strains co~responding to an assumed 
constant value of the modulus of elasticity (for this curve 32 x 10 6 ps:U. 
Figure 4B is plotted upon a more open abscissa scale than is figure 4A. 
By suitable choice of the assumed modulus value, the stress-deviation 
curve gives a very sensitive representation of the variation of strain 
with stress. Abscissa values on the broken curve in figure 4B correspond 
in fj.gure 4A to the horizontal distances between the straight line rep-
resenting a modulus of 32 millio!! psi a..TJ.d the plotted stress-strain 
curve, n~asured at corresponding stress ordinates. 
By plotting the stress for the upper load 1n each cycle against the 
permanent set, as measured by the difference in strain meter readings at 
the lower load, at the end of that cycle, and at the beginning of the 
first cycle, a stress-set curve is obtained. The stress-set curve corre-
spondiIl6 to the stress-strain relationship in figures 4A and 4B is plot -
ted in figure 4C , Experimental values are indicated on the curve. The 
extreme upper portion is not shown, owing to the sensitivity of the ab-
scissa scale used. 
The values of strain and permanent set measured for each cycle of 
stress will depend on the time schedule of loading and unloading. In 
addition to the change of elastic strain with change of load, positive 
creep will occur at and near the upper load; whereas negative creep will 
occur while at and near the lower load. In this investigation, therefore, 
the load was held for a period of 2 minutes at the upper and lower lim~.t 
1 Each stress value is based upon the load and upon the dimensions 
of the specimen at the beginning of the series of cycles. 
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in each cycle before strain meter readings were obtained. After this 
hold.ing time, as indicated in part II, the creep rate 1fill have reached 
a small val.ue . The use of such holdil1g ti.ates mae.e it unnecessary to 
maintain an ultrasensi M.ve control of the rates of loading and unloading 
or to obtain readings at exactly prescribed times. The actual rates were 
maintained well within the required limits. 
In ordel' to investigate the influence of prior plastic extension on 
the stress-deviation and stress-set cnrves, some rod speclmens were ex-
~ended plastically by numerous increments to about the point of beginning 
local contraction . Correlated stress - strain a..."ld stress-set curves were 
obtained with the unextended specimen and after each increment of exten-
sion, Some of these increments ,·rere largo, but others were equivalent 
only to the extension obtained in determining the previous stress-set 
curve. The distribution of these increments of extension over tbe range 
of prior defOl·mat.ton is termed "extensi.on spacing . " After each incre-
ment of extension, the specimen was permitted to rest before determining 
the stress-strain and stress-set curvesjl the form of such curves will 
depend some.lhat upon the duration of such a "rest i:cterval." That cer-
tain changes occur in a test speeimen during 8. rest interval is evidenced 
by negative creep during this period. As shown in ear lior re-ports (ref-
erences 1, 2, and 7), these changes are greatly accelerated t :f a slight 
elevation 0:1:' the temperature durj.ng the rest interval. 
In later tests, in a study of the influence of plastic deformation 
upon the elastic prope:rties of nonferrous metal tubing and 18: 8 Cr-Ni 
steel tubi:ng, different laboratoil:y-annealed. specimens .Tere extended vary-
ing amount.s) follo·wing "Thich single corrAlated stress-strain ::J.nd stress-
set curves were measured on e8.eh speclmen, '1'hU8 the influence of vary-
ing extension spacing and rest interval were not factors in these later 
tests . 
2. Accuracy of Determination of Set and Strain Values 
Because of the change in elastic strain with load, any deviation in 
the actual load at .rhiGh a st:'ain meter reading is taken, from the re-
corded value, will int:roduce an error ill. the determination of strain or 
set. This devia tion "rill dspGn1 'Upon the sensibility of read.ing the 
scale of the test i ng machi!le and th<3 aM.lity of the t esting machine op-
erator to maintain the load during strain meter readings, 
~Since stress value a are based upon the specimen cr.oss EJection at 
the begiI"..ning of measurement of' each stress-strain curve, they will be 
referred to in this report as "true ll stresses, as distinguished from 
"nominal" stresses based upon the original cross section of the specimen. 
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A discuss:l.on of the rolative inf'luence of these factors is given in 
ear] 1er reports (references 1, 2, and 7). It is there ShO,\,lll that these 
errors are negligible, or may be minimized by careful test procedures, so 
as not to mask the influence of important factors on the elastic -proper-
ties of metals. 
IV. THE INFLUENcE OF PRIOR PLASTIC DEFORMATION ON THE 
ELASTIC STRENGTH JF MEl'ALS 
In stud.ying the elastic strength of metals, as affected by plastic 
deformation, attention will be given first to annealed nickel. The in-
fluence of various factors upon the elastic strength of this metal will 
be studied in detail. A comparative study will then be made of the other 
metals. 
1. Influence of Plastic Extension on the Stress-Set Curve and 
the Tensile Elastic Strength of Annealed Nickel Rcd 
In order to investigate the tensile elaotic properties of fully an-
nealed nickel rod, a specimen of cold-dravT.n rod (R) was annealed at 
14000 F (reference 7). Correlated stress-deviation and stress-set curves 
obtained with this specimen (R-14) are ShOvffi in figure 5. The stress-set 
curves, similar to the curve found in figure 4C, are in the lower row of 
the figure. Directly above the origin of each stress-set curve is the 
origin of the corresponding stress-deviation curve, similar to that found 
in figure 4B. 
The origin of each stress-set curve in figure 5 is shifted to the 
right a constant interval from the origin of the preceding curve, and has 
its own scale of abscissas. Distances between the origins have no rela-
ticn to this scale. The curves were obtained consecutively from left to 
right, in pairs, by methods described in part III, and with intervening 
(varying) amounts of prior plastic extension. Curve 9 of this group is 
identical with the stress-set curve in figure 4c. 
The prior extensions for individual curves are not indicated in fig-
ure 5. The curves are numbered consecutively, however, and the percent-
ages of prior extension may be found by referring to the correspondingly 
numbered experimentally determined points in figure 7, which is derived 
from the stress-set curves in figure 5. 
The rest intervals between two series of cycles from which a pair 
of stress-set curves were determined, range from 31 to 37 minutes; 
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bet1';een separate pairs of curyes the rest interval was eomew'hat longer. 
The rest interval pl'ececling each series of cycles from which a st:.~e8S-
. set. curve is obtained is indicated in figure 5 'by the S;Yl11bol placed at 
one or more e.X}JcJ:'iment'llly det ermined points on the curve . 
From each stress-set curve are de:::-ived five p r oof stress values C01"-
res-ponding to total sets of 0.001, 0.003, 0.01, 0.03 , and 0.1 percent . . 
In figure 7, these proof stresses are plotted a.gainst the corresp~mding 
percentages of total pr:i.or plastic ex':.ens:i.on. Stross is plotted on 8..1"1 
offset s cale in order to differentiat.e the curves for the severa proof 
sets. !l.s lnd1ces of elastic st~·,ngth, the proof' s'Cresses based upon 
0 . 001- and 0 . 003-percent set proba'bly shaull receive mere consideration 
than the proof' stresE-es based. on large::.' percentages of .perm'3.Ilent set . 
'rhe O.l-·percent proof stress (lhould be view'ed as an index of yield 
strength rather than as an ind.ex of elastic Gtrength. 
In eEl ch curve of fIgure 7) the pOints d.eri ved. from ei"Perj ment are 
d.istl"ibuteu. along the extension Gxis, :!.!l pairs, which are separated by 
relatively long intervening plastic extensions . E'1,ch pair of points is 
del'iV'ed. from a pair of stress-set curves d.ete:nnined ,.,ith an intervening 
plastic extension equivalent only to that obta':'ned in determining the 
f'l::.'st curve of the pair. The alternate long and short extensions were 
mad.e in order to re -eal the influence of the amount of intervening plas -
tic extension on the form of the stress-set and stress-strain curves and 
on the derived tensile elastic properties . 
. The stress-set relationship, as affected by plastic extension, rest 
interval, and e:x:ter..sion spacing may best be studied by consid.ering the 
deri ved curves of variation of the proof stresses with prior plastic ex-
tension. In studying this relationship for annealed nickel, however , it 
also shall be of interest to conoider the interrelationship of the forms 
of the derived curves (fjg. 7) and the stress-set curves (fig. 5) . The 
steeper the stress-set curves, the higher are the derived proof stresses . 
It should be noted that the oscillations in the cur ves for O.OOI-percent 
proof stress are usually large and parallel to those for greater values 
of set . They are due principe,lly, therefore, to variations in properties 
of the test speCimen, not to any lack of sensitivity of the testing appa-
ratus . 
The first streos-set curve of each pair (fig. 5) generally is less 
steep than the second . This relationship is illustrated also by the re-
lative height of the experimentally derived points in the diagram (fig. 
7). The first :point of each pair, with few exceptions, is lower than the 
second. Such differenceS are due partly to the differences in the dura-
tion of the rest interval; the longer the rest interval, the lower gen-
erally is the correspo:-;.ding point on the <ieriv6Q. diagram. Ttis Imfering 
1s most pror~nent during the first portion of the rest interval and is 
sligh"; aner 1 day. The generally higher position of the second point 
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of a pair, hm-rever, is due -partly to the influence of the extension spao-
ing. 
The oscillations due to the influence of the rest interval and of 
the extension spacing are supe~Dosed on curves of variation of the proof 
stresses due to prior plastic extension alone. '1'he latter curves, here-
after termed "basic curves," would be smooth in form, but cannot be detel'-
mined ind.eJ. endently on a single 8fG cimen. Tb.e basic curves would be 
nearly parallel; however, to curves drawn throuDh the mean position of 
the oscillations, If the basic cu!'"'res 'fere dra"l!1. in figure 7, all but 
the 1m-Test curves would rise continuously, at a grad.ually decreas i ng rate. 
The basic curve for the O,OOl-percsnt proof stress would not rise contin-
uously, but wO"uld have several minIma and maxima; it probably has a 
slight initial descent, as illustrated by the fact that point 3 is lower 
than point 1. In later measurement8 of the tension stress-set curves of 
nonferrous metal tubing, individual annoaled specime~s were extended vary-
ing emounts before test; such o.eri ved proof stress extension curves hence 
are basic curves de void. of the influence of the rest interval and of the 
extenslon spacing. 
2. Internal stresses and Their Effects on the Tensile Proof Stresses 
The oscillations in proof stress-extension curves may be attributed 
to variations of one or more kinds of internal stress due to chw..ges of 
extension spacing or rest interval . As shown by Heyn and Bauer (refer-
ence 11) and Masing (reference 12), the internal stresses induced are of 
t.hree kinds. The first, termed macroscopic internal stress, is caused 
by nonuniformity of' plastic deformation in different parts of a cross seo-
tion. Heyn has d.evised a method for measuring approximately internal 
stresses of this kind. Such internal str'ess tends to lower the observed 
elastic strength . The second kind of internal stress, termed hereafter 
IImicrostructural stress}" is due to initial dlfferences in the resistance 
to plastic deformation of variously oriented grains of a polycrystalline 
aggregate, and to differences in the strength of different microconstit-
uents; when the stress is removed following plastic deformation of the 
metal, some of the grains will be under tensile stress and others under 
compressive stress. According to Masing (reference 13) and others, 
microstructural stress is the cause of the Bauschinger Effect (reference 
14) and of the "elastic aftereffect, II better d.esignated as negative creep. 
There is BOL18 eVidence, however, that the influence of microstructural 
stress is very sim:i.lar to that of' macroscopic internal stress. The 
Bauschinger effect probably is due largely to the third. kind of internal 
stress. 
The third kind of internal stress de~cribed by Reyn and by Masing 
is associated with space-lattice changes involved. in .... ,ork-hardening. It 
has been shown by Smith and Wood (reference 15) that the plastic extension 
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of iron causes a three-d_imensional expansion which remains after remoYal 
of the stress. This ty:pe of' internal stress, termed "lattice expansion,1I 
cannot be ,,,holly removed except by recrystallization. The authors of the 
present summary ar'e of the oj?irion, however, tnat the lattice e.xp(lI1sion 
dimi nished. somewbat with rest at room temperature. The lattice expansion, 
therefol'8, probably is associated essentially with work- hardening. As it 
proba.bly differs in direction parallel and normal to the direction of ex-
tension, this directional variation "auld account for the Bauschinger ef-
fect. 
In future discussion, the unqualified term "internal stress" will 
signify only the combined effect of macroscopic in~ernal stress and micro-
structural stress. l 'he production of such i~teTnal stress tends to lower 
the proof stress . According to figure 7, and from results of interrupted 
tests on other metals to be described later, moderate to large extensions 
tend to induce internal stress; whereas slight exter..sions f ollo"Ting such 
la,rge reductioDs tend to remove it. During initial ext.ension of nickel, 
the effect of induced internal st.ress also is evident in an actual slight 
lowering of the O.OOl-percent basic proof stress curve. 
Lattice eA~~~sion tends to cause a rise of proof stress, as evi-
denced by the general rise of all proof stresses wit.h extension of an-
nealed nickel (fig. 7). The oscillations superposed on the basic curves 
are due to fluctuat.ions of the relative dominant i:rl'luences of induced 
internal stress and lattice expansion. 'fhey are most evident in the 
lower p~oof stress curves. 
Templin and Sturm (reference 16) show that uninterrupted plastic de-
formation by tensile extension tends to raise the subsequently measured 
tensile yiel~ stresses (0.2-percent offset) far above the compressive 
yield stresses, an evidence of the Bauschinger effect. In cold-drawing, 
however, tensile and compressive yield stresses remained equal. Extend-
ing from the right boundary of figure 7 are short lines indicatiD8 the 
proof stresses obtained upon a specimen of the nickel rod (R) in the 
cold-drawn condition (cold-drawn to 6o-percent reduction, that is, 150-
percent equivalent extension, during manufacture). Extrapolation of the 
five proof stress curves to the right from 35-percent to l50-percent ex-
tension would give proof stress values somewhat highe~· than those ob-
tained for the cold-drawn nickel rod, an evidence of the Bauschinger .ef-
feet. 
3 . InflUence of Plastic Deformation on the Tensile Elastic Strength 
of Nickel Tubing 
Nickel tubin.g (TRF) which had been cold-reduced 75 to 80 percent in 
area of cross section, and normalized at 500 0 F during manufacture, was 
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soft-alJI'.ealed at 14500 F. Ind.:tvidual specimens then were extended vary-
ing a:n.ounts ranginG from. 0.5 to 10.0 percent. (See -table 3.) Tensile 
proof stresses., derived from tensile stress-set curves obtained w'ith these 
specim~ns) and wi0h an unextended fuLnealed specimen are plotted in figure 
8A. The amotmt of extension, given as eq,uivalent recluction of area) is 
plotted as abscissa. The experimentally derived points are connected by 
straight lines. Smooth curves drawn through these paints} ho~ever, would 
not deviate greatly from these lines. TrTi th increasing plastic extension 
(fig. SA), alJ the proof stresses exhi oi t an initial decrease fO.11m'ed by 
a rise. The rise is more rapid for the higher proof sets. 
In figure 8B are plotted tensile proof stresses measured upon nickel 
tubing cold-:::educed 10, 20, 30.' 40, and 75 to 80 percent} respectively, 
during mru~ufacture. The amount of cold-reduction is plotted as abscissa. 
Symbols denoting the various cold-reduced grades are marked on the diagram 
along corresponding abscissa. (See table 3.) Proof stress values for 
the laboratory anneuleo. specimen (TRF) are plotted at zero equivalent re-
duction in both figures 8A and BE. 
With increasing cold reduction (fig. 8n) the proof stresses show a 
general rise 1 which is greatest between zero and 10-percent reduction. 
Values of proof stress for the annealed tUbing and for nickel tubing col~ 
reduced 10 percent are conn8Gted by broken straight lines because the 
course of these curves is least accurately defined in this range. 
The intial decrease in proof stress with extension is probably due 
to the dOminant influence of increase of internal stress; the subseq,uent 
rise of proof stress with ext.ension (:-ig. 8A) and the rise with cold re-
duction (fig. SB) may be attributed ~hiefly to the influence of the sec-
ond factor, lattice expansion or wOl'k-hardening. 
Extrapolation of the almost linear 0.03- and O.lO-percent proof 
stress curves in figure 8A to 10-percent reduction would give values ap-
proximately equal to that obtained with nlckel tubing, TRA, cold-reduced 
10 percent . Extrapolation of the lower proof stress curves for the ex-
tended tubing would give values lower than those obtained with the tubing 
cold-reduced 10 percent. 
4. Influence of Plastic Deformation on the Shear Elastic Strength 
of Hickel Tubing 
The procedure of measuring shear strain and shear permanent set, us-
ing the optical torsion meter and the pendulum type torsion testing ma-
chine was generally the same as the procedure followed in the tension 
measurements. 
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The tubing was as thin-walled as was deeffied possible without danger 
of bucld.ing dur:i.ng measurement of strain. 'l'he shear stress a.'l.d strain 
increased from the iIllier to the outer portions of the wall , Assuming 
that. both stress and strain increase linearly with di stance from the axis 
of the tube, the shear stress T at the mean fiber ,.Tould be given by 
(reference 17) 
and the shear strain '7 would be given by 
where 
M 
D 
t 
-r 
applied torque in inch-pounds 
outer diameter of tube 
thickness of tube 
ID - t'\ 
mean radius \--:) 
" 2 / 
e angle of twist in gage length L 
Shear stresses and strains computed by for-mulas (1) and (2) will 
not deviate significantly from the true average values, even at large 
plastic strains . 
(1) 
(2) 
Nickel tubing TRF, which had been cold-reduced 75 to 80 percent in 
area and normalized at 5000 F during manufacture, was soft-~~ealed at 
14500 F. (See reference 6 . ) Indlvidual spec imens then -..rere extended vari-
ous amounts ranging nominally from 0.5 to 10.0 percent, respectively. 
These specimens are described in table 3. Shear proof stress values de-
rived from shear stress-set curves measured upon these specimens are 
plotted in figure 17A. The amount of extension expressed as equivalent 
reductj.on of area is plotted as abscissa. The experimentally cleri ved. 
points are connected. by straight lines . A smooth curve drawn through 
the experimen~ally derived points would not deviate greatly from these 
lines. With increasing extension the 0.1- and O.03-percent shear proof 
stresses show a slight initial rise; the lower proof stresses exhibit 
an initial decrease. At greater extenstons aJ.l proof stresses rise; 
this rise is most rapid at the greater values of s et. Figure l7B shows 
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shear proof stresses obt:ilned with njckel tubing cold-reduced 10, 20, 30 , 
40, and 75 to 80 percent during manufactu.e . The amount of cold reduction 
in cross section is plotted as abscissa. The symb ols denoting the vari-
ous cold -reduced grades are marked in the dia~ram along correspondin 
abscissa, Proof stresses for the fully annealed nickel s~ecimens a r e 
plotted at zero equivalent reductio~ of area in both figures l7A and l7B . 
Solid lines connecting the points representing the variouA cold reductions 
would correspond closely to t.he actual variation of these proof stresses . 
The initial decrease of' the lower proof stresses with extension of 
the annealed metal (fig . l7A) probably is due to an increase of j nternal 
stress . The subsequent rise of proof stress '-lith extension (fig. 17A) 
and the r ise "'ith cold reduction (fig. l7B) may be attributed to the 
lattice-expansion factor . 
5 . Influence of Plastic DefoTm.1.tion on the E]astic strength of 
Monel, Aluminum-Monel, Inconel, and Copper 
The variation of tenstle proof stress with prior plastic extension 
as determined upon a specimen o~ cold-drawn monel rod, soft -annealed at 
14000 F (G-14) is shmm in figure 9. (See reference 2.) The methods of 
testing , with intervening (varying) extensions, were similar to those em-
ployed upon nickel specimen R-14, These tests are described at length in 
an earlier report . (See reference 2 . ) The heat treatment is described 
in table 2. 
A series of cold -reduced monel tubular specimens TGE was soft-
annealed at 14000 F and was then extended a chosen amount , which ranged 
from 0.5 to 10 percent . Figure lOA shows the var iation of the proof 
stress with equivalent reduction, as obtained from single tests on each 
of the extended annealed specimens . 
Figure lOB shows the tensile proof stresses for the various cold-
reduced grades of monel tubing, plotted against the amount of cold r educ-
tion . Values for annealed monel TGE are plotted at zero reduction in 
each diagram. The specimens used in deriving figure l~ are described in 
table 3. 
With tensile extension (figs , 9 and lOA), the proof stresses gener-
ally exhibit an initial small decrease, followed by a rise; t hjs rise is 
most rapid for the higher proof stresses. With cold reduction (fi . lOB) 
all proof stresses rise continuously . The initial decrease may be at-
tributed to the influence of induced internal stress. The subsequent 
rise Ivi th tensile extension and the rise with cold reduction probably are 
due to lattice expansion, that is) work-hardening . 
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Figure iliA allows the variation of shear proof stress with equivalent 
reduction as meaeured by single tests upon each of a series of cold-
reduced monel tubulal:' specimens 'l'GFo, 1'T1'1ich were soft-aI'.nealed at 14000 F 
and then each extended a different amount before teet. Figure 18B Shm-TS 
the variation of shear proof stress with cold red.uction for the several 
grades of colcl-reduced monel tubjng. These tests were described in an 
earlier report. (See refer ence 6.) ''1'he specimens tested are a.escribed 
in table 3. With extension (fig.J8A) , there occurs an initial drop in 
all shear proof stresses owing to domi nance of induced internal stress. 
This is followed by a rise, due to dominance of lat tice expansion, The 
r i se with i ncreas i ng cold reduction. in f'igure l8B is likewise ascribed 
to lattice expansion . 
1-1i th extension of annealed aluminum-monel tuhing, TIID (fig . llA), 
the teneil'e proof stresses exhibit an initial decrease followed by an 
increase. The variation is simi lar to that obtained with extension of 
annealed monel rod (fig . 9) and tublng (fig. lOA). With increasing cold 
reduction (fig. llB) J all proof stresses :for' this metal rise. Values 
for the laboratox·y- and factory-annealed tubing are plotted at zero 
reduction of area; broken lines connect these points with points repre-
senting the smallest cold reduction. This diagram is similar to that 
obtained with monel tubing (fig. lOB). 
The shear proof stresses first decrease and later increase, with in-
crease of extension of annealed aluminum-monel tubing TED as shown in fig-
ure 19A. (See also reference 6.) With cold reduction of aluminum-monel 
(fig. 19B), all shear proof stresses rIse. Values for the laboratory-
and factory-annealed specimens are plotted at zero reduction; broken 
lines connect these points with poi nts representing the smallest cold 
reductions. These diagrams are in many rospects similar to those ob-
tained upon nickel tubing (fig. · 17). 
The variation with extension of the tensile proof stresses of a 
single Inconel rod specimen (L), cold~drawn and annealed at 17500 F, is 
shmffi in figure 12. (See also reference 2.) Figure 13 shows the vari-
ation of tensile proof stress with extension of Inconel tubing TLD, 
annealed at 17500 F, and with cold-reduction of Inconel tubi ng TL as 
measured upon a series of single specimens prepared in a manner similar 
to that eID:ployed in the tests on nickel, monel, ancl aluminum-monel tub-
ing. The rod specimen L-17.5 ie described in table 2, the tubular spec-
imens in table 3. 
vii th tenaHe extension of annealed Inconel (figs . 12 and 13A), 
there is exhibited an initial decrease in all tensile proof stresses,: 
followed by a rise similar to that found for monel and aluminum-monel. 
With cold reduction (fig. 13B), all proof stresses rise. Values for 
the laboratory-annealed specimens lie somewhat above those for the 
factory-annealed product. This difference possibly 1s due to a 
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straightening operation given this metal follo'\Ving factory armealing, 
thereby inducing some internal stress. The initial decrease of proof 
stress with extension can be attributed to induced internal stress; the 
subsequent rise with tensile extension and. the rise with cold reduction 
may be attributed to lattice expansion. 
With increase of tensile extension of soft-armealed Inconel tubing 
TLD (fig. 20A), the shear proof stress exhibits an initial decrease fol-
lowed by a rise, similar to that obtained with other metals. With in-
crease of cold reduction of Inconel (fig. 20B), the shear proof stresses 
rise in a manrler similar to that obtained with aluminum-monel metal (fig. 
19B). Values for both the laboratory- and factory-armealed specimens are 
plotted at zero reduction of area, and broken lines connect these points 
with points representing the smallest cold reductions. The actual vari-
ation of the shear pI'oof stresses over this range may deviate appreciably 
from such an indicated linear relationship. The solid lines connecting 
the points representing the various cold reductions would correspond more 
nearly to the actual variation of these proof stresses. 
A specimen of cold-rolled copper rod N was annealed at 6000 :B' 
(references 2 and 7), according to the treatment Biven in table 2. Cor-
related tensile stress-strain and stress-set curvea were obtained upon 
this specimen at intervals between extension increments, similar to the 
method employed with annealed nickel, monel, wld Inconel rod. 
In figure l4A is ShOlID a plot of tensile proof stress versus the 
amount of prior extension of the annealed copper rod N-6. All proof 
stresses exhibit a rise with extension. The proof stress values for 
0.001- and 0.003-percent set, however, oscillate somewhat about their 
mean positions, in a manner similar to that obtained with extension of 
other armealed rod materials. Lattice expansion or work-hardening evi-
dently dominates throughout this rise. 
In figure l4B is shown the variation of proof stress with extension 
for cold-rOlled copper rod N (references 2 and 7). This material had 
been reduced 75 percent in area of cross section (300- percent equivalent 
extension) during ~~ufacture, without intermediate anneal. This dia-
gram is typical of that obtained with extension of severely cold-worked 
metals. An i~itial small extension produces a large rise of proof 
stress, espeCially for the lower values of set, due to relief of internal 
stress induced during the cold-rolling. v.Ji th succeeding small extensions, 
the lower proof stresses oscillate over wide ranges. As the extension at 
maximum lead is small, about 1 percent, negligible work-hardening would 
occur up to this point. Extended discussion of the influence of exten-
sion upon the proof stresses of many cold-worked metals is found in the 
earlier reports (references 1, 2J and 7). 
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6. The Effect of Plastic Deformation on the Elastic Strength 
of Two Stainless Steels 
Two types of crlromium-nickel stainJ.ess steelE were studied in this 
investigation. One steel, composed p~,'inc:' '',;lally of l3-percent chromium 
and about 2-percent nickel, is a heat 'treatable stainless steel possess-
ing deop hardening charactt5ristit;s , (S3e reference 2 . ) The tensile,· 
ela13tic pr;Jpe:cties were obtained of this steal in its softest condition, 
ar..d also after air- cooling from 1750° F anu. tempering at various temper-
atures) followed by furnace cooling. The softest condition is obtaified 
by hol(ling at C:l. temperature of about 1..260° F J followed by furnace cool-
ing. This material was obtained from t.he manufacturer in the softest 
condition. 
The other steel studied was 18:8 chro~tum-nickel steel. This alloy 
usually is austenitic at room tenrperatUl'e although s~ructural changes may 
OCCUl' at low temperatur-es or from. long exposure to elevated temperatures. 
Commercial hardening is genel~lly pro~uced by cold-work. It may be sof-
tened by w'ater quenching from above 18000 F. This high temperature is 
used in ord~r to prev8ilt intergranular preCipitation of carbides. An ex-
tended investigation has been carried on with this alloy in both the an-
nealed ar~d cold-worked conditions, and for several different compositions 
(references 1 and 2). A speeiman of the soft "as-recei ved" 13 : 2 Cr-Ni 
3teal ~od was extended by small stages to the beginning of local contrac-
tion; after each of the stages, correlated stress-strain and stress-set 
curves were determined . (See reference 2.) 
Figure 15 shows the variation with extension of the tensile proof 
stresses of this material. With extension, all proof stresaes show an 
initial sharp rise. At greater extensions, the proof stresses for the 
smaller values of permanent set os~illate between high and 101'1 values; 
the low points generally correspond to the larger prior rest intervals . 
At various stages of the test, the specimen was loaded cyclically be-
tween 1000 and 80,000 psi, nominal1 stress, immediately preceding a 
stress-set curve . The proof stress values obtained from such curves are 
indicated by diamond-shaped symbols in the diagram. These generally are 
at high points in figure 15; whereas low values generally are found fol-
lowillg long rest intervals. The basic proof stress-extension curves 
would tend to rise continuously with extension. 
The general rise of proof stress may be attributed to work-hardening. 
Part of the oscillation is due to variation of induced internal stress. 
However, high values of proof stress generally follow short rest inter vals 
lThe nominal stress, as differentiated from the true stress, is cal-
culated by dividing the load by the original cross sectional gage area of 
the spec imen. 
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because appreciable negative creep was not permitted to occur after the 
preceding stress cycle; this., in turn, tend8 to diminish the amount of 
posi ti ve creep duxing m.easurement, especially at the lo .. ,er values of set. 
A specimen of 18: 8 C'r-Ni steel rod DM, which had been cold-drawn 
to a moderate degree (designated h5.1f··hard) was water-quenched from 
18300 F in ord,er to p:!..ace it in its softest condition. (See reference 2.) 
Details of heat treatment are given in table 2. Stress-strain and stress-
set CUl'ves were t.hen obtujned with thi s specimen (DM-18.3) as annealed, 
and at intervals bet\leen 8u('cessi ve s+,ages of extension, in a manner slm·, 
ilar to the tests on othel' rod specimens. 
With prior extenSion, the 0.l-, 0.03- and O.Ol-percent proof stress 
curves (fig. 16) show a contlnuous ri8e . The 0 .003-percent proof stress 
c~rve also exhibits a slight r1se, although this rise is nearly masked by 
tb.e wide fluctuation of values. The O.OOl-I'ercent proof stress curve 
rises during early 0xtension but eY~ibits no rise at greater extensions; 
i.t like'\ise fluctuates apprecia-bly . Otherwise, the curves are simi lar to 
those obtained upon other metals 0 Appal'ently la.ttice expansion predomi-
lla.tes during early extenslon, as evidenced by a steady :rise of proof 
stress. The ,vide fl~ctuations of proof stress give evidence of l a rge va-
riations of intel~al stress superimposed upon the normal effect of dif-
ference in rest interval. 
In earlier tests, not described here (references 1, 2, and 7), upon 
cold-d.r·mln 18: 8 Cr-Ni steel, as well as on other cold-drawn metals, it 
was found that extension of these specimens gave fluctuations of proof 
stress appreciably greater than those obtained during extension of an-
nealed metal. This indicates a wider variation of internal stress in 
the cold-worked metal. 
Slight prestretching of cold-iTorked specimens of both nonferrous 
metals and stainless steel generally gave some elevation of the several 
proof stresses, owing to relief of internal st:ress. 
In a.Tl investigation not connected with this project, the authors 
studied the effect of prior plastic defol~tion on the tensile proof 
stresses of EUlJ."1ealed O. 04-percent carbon steel. (See reference 7.) The 
forms of the basic curves, and the fluctuations due to rest interval and 
extension spacing were similar to t hose obtained. '-lith tb.e nonferrous 
metals and chromium-nickel steels studied hare. It was found, however, 
that the intermittent method of measuring series of stress-strain and 
stress-set curves on those steels produced appreciable age-hardening 
add~tional to that obtained in ordinary tension tests to fracture. 
Next to be considered is the effect of plastic deformation on the 
shear elastic strength of the 18:8 alloy. A number of specimens of 
cold-drawn 18:8 Cr-Ni steel tubing TC were water-quenched from 19000 F 
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and each then extended a different amount, ranging from 0.5 to 20 per~entJ 
respectively. A description of these specimens is given in table 3. 
Shear stress -strain and stresa-set curves were measured upon each speci-
men and upon an unextended annealed specimen . 
Figure 21 shows the variation of shear proof stress with prior plas-
t i c extension of annealed 18:8 Cr-Ni steel tubing TC-19. The 0 .1-, 0.03 - , 
and O,Ol-percent shear proof stresses rise continuously with extension. 
The curve for O.OOl-percent set, howeye:::- , decreases to a minimUlll for 
s~~ll values of extensio~ and rises only slightl~ with subsequent exten-
sion . These variations are qualHatively similar to those obtained in 
the curves of "S~l~ proof stress for some metals, 
The Increase of internal stress with extension probably predominates 
in causing the initial decrease of the O.OOI-percent proof stress. The 
rise with extension of the rema~ning proof stresses may be attributed to 
the dominant influence of the lattice-expans ion factor. Since separate 
specimens were used, these curves are devoid of the fluctuation due to in-
fluence of extension spacing and re~t interval . 
A numbel' cf other tests were also made upon factory e.nr..ealed, half-
hard and hard gradeD of 18:8 Cr-Ni steel tubing, i n order to determine 
the effect of prior torsion ullon their shear elastic properties, 
The influence of prior plastic torsion was found to be in many re-
spects similar to the effects of prior extension; these results are given 
in an earlier report. (See reference 4.) 
7. Varioua Strength Indices for Nonferrous Metals 
and Chromium-Nickel Steels 
From the proof stress values enumerated above may be evaluated the 
"proof-stress ratiO," and the tensile and shear "work-hardening rates." 
The proof-stress ratio may be defined as the ratio of tensile to 
shear "yield stress." In figure 22, this ratio for O.l-percent set is 
plotted against the amount of cold work received, expressed as reduction 
of area, for the various nonferrous tubular metals. This ratiO may be 
considered only as an empirical value, because equivalent nominal (0.1 
percent) sets in tension and shear are not directly comparable. On the 
left side of the diagram are found values obtained with annealed tubing, 
in the center values for cold-drawn tubing, and on the right for tubing 
work-hardened by the tube-reducer method. (See table 3.) Generally 
lower values of this ratio are obtained in the middle range of the re-
duction of area. The high values obtained with nickel and monel at 75-
percent reduction of area (300-percent equivalent extension) might be 
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associated with directional. effects due to preferred crystal orientation 
in these metals. (See pt. VI of this paper and references 2, 4, 6, and 
7 . ) ]'actory annealing of altuninum-monel and Inconel tubing gave lovler 
values for this ratio than did laboratory annealed tubing. 
Another important index is the work-hard.ening rate, as represented 
by the ratio bet,w0en the y:'eld stress after sJight plastic extension and 
the iniMal yield strese, for tho soft-annea16d m'3t.al. Such indices have 
been obtained frO!IL cur'res for tl:le O.l-percent -proal stress l)y determining 
the ratio bet~.,re6r. 1;he proof s tress at 3 -percent 8Cd.ui vaJ "l!1t reduction 
(3.1-percent extension) and the initial proof stress. Values obtained 
from tensile und shear proof stress curves are eiven in table 5 for rod 
and tubular materials. 
It will be noted that the highest work-hardening rate fer nonferrous 
metals is obtained in tension with copper rod, followed in order by 
nickel, Inconel, monel, and. aluminum-monel. In shear, the highest rate 
is obtained with nickel, followocl in order by monel, Inconel, and 
aluminum-monel. For nickel, the tensile VTork-hardcning rate is greater 
for the tubular than for the rod material; for Inconel the rod IPaterial 
has the larger r ate. These cUfforonces, 11evlever, are too small to be 
significant. The work-hal'de:lh18 rate for nickel is somewhat greater in 
shear t,han in tension; for aluminum-monel aXld Inconel the tensile 1-1Ork-
hardening rate is slightly larger. Monel gives work-hardening rates 
which are nearly equivalent for the various testin8 methods used; this 
is like'Tise true for 18: 8 Cr-Ni steel. 
V. INFLUENCE Oli' liliNEALING TEMPE..."RATURE ON THE ELASTIC STRENGTH OF METALS 
Annealing of cold-worked metals at temperature.8 below the recrystal-
lization range will sometimes produce an improvement of elastic proper-
ties above thane o·btained on the unannealed metals . In order to deter-
mine the variation of proof stresses over the whole annealing temperature 
range, individual specimens of each of the several cold-worked metals 
were annealed at different temperatures distributed over this range, be-
fore measuring stress-strain and stress-set curves. First, a detailed 
study wJ.ll be made of the effect of annealing temperature on the elastic 
strength of cold-worked nickel, followed by comparative stUdies of other 
metals. 
1. Influence of Annealing 'l'emperature on the Tensile 
Elastic Strength of Nickel Roel and Tubing 
Figure 23A shows the variation of tensile proof stress with anneal-
ing temperature for niclcel rod R, cold-drm-m 60 percent in reduction 
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of area during manu1~acture. The heat treatments of the various rod spec-
Imens are described in table 2. Smooth curves have been dra~m through 
the med.Il positions of the pOjnts. 
Wi th inc::.~ease of annealing tempe::.'ature, all proof stresses rise, 
reaching a 1ll.9.ximum at about 1+000 F i'or the O.lO-percent proof stress, and 
at about 5000 F for the remain.ing proof strf3sses; the rise of the 0.10-
percent proof stress is the slowest . With further increase of annealing 
t.emperatura, the tensile proof s"frecses decrease; the maximum rate of d,e-
crease is between 11000 and 12000 F, that is, in the recrystallization 
range. The position of 'the O.OOl-perc'3nt proof stress curve is not \Iell 
defined because the error of estimatiJn of this value is evidently quite 
large. The initial rise may be attributed to relief of deleterious in-
ternal stress, the subsequent decrease to the removal of lattice eA':pan-
sion and to recrystallization. 
In figure 21~B is sho ... m the variation of tensile proof stress with 
annealing temperature for nickel tubing TRE, cold-re'iuced 75 t ·) 80 per-
cent. Proof stress values obtalned upon a soft-annealed specimen T~' are 
r~:plotted from figure 8 at 14500 F. A description of the heat treatm'3nts 
of the various tubular specimens is given in table 3. 
With increase of annealing temperature, all proof stresses rise, 
reaching a maximum at about 9000 F, for the O.OOl-percent proof stress 
and at 7000 F for the remaining proof stresses; the rise of the O.l-per-
cent proof stress is very slight . With further increase of temperature, 
all proof stresses dec ease and the decrease is at a maximum rate be-
-c.v."een 1100° F and 1200° F. This diagram is somewhat similar to that ob-
tained for cold-drawn nickel rod (fig. 23A). 
2. Influence of Annealing Temperature on the Shear Elastic 
Strength of Nickel Tubing 
In figure 28B is shown the variation of the shear proof stress with 
annealing temperature for nickel tubing. (See reference 6.) These val-
ues were derived from tests on a series of specimens of cold-reduced 
nickel tubing TRF, which bad been reduced 75 to 80 percent during manu-
facture and annealed in the laboratory at various temperatures. Vaaues 
obtained upon an unannealed specimen are plotted at 1000 F and those for 
a soft-annealed specimen TRF are replotted from figure 17 at 14500 F. 
With increase of annealing temperature there is a continuous de-
crease of shear proof stress; this decrease is most repid botween 11000 
and 12~Oo F. This decrease may be attributed to the dom~nant influence 
of relief of' lattice expansion, and to recrystallization. 
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3. Influence of Annealing Tempel'ature on the Elas' ic Strength of Monel, 
Aluminum-Monel, Inconel, and Copper 
Figure 23B ShOllS the variation of tensile proof stress .lith arh'1eal-
ing temperature for cold-drawn monel rod G (reference 2); figure 24A 
Bi ves a similar diagram for cold-reduced monel tu'btng TGD. vii th increase 
of annealing temperature, the proof stresses rise, reaching a maxlmum at 
5000 F for the o ,I-percent proof stl'ess, and at higher temperatures for 
some of the lower proof stresses. The subsequent decrease in proof 
stress is mo~t rapid above IJ.OOo Ii' for monel rod (fig. 23B ), and above 
.12000 F £'01' monel tubing (fig. 24A). 
The initial rise in proof stress may be attributed to the predomi-
nant influence of relief of interna.l stress, the subsequent decrease to 
removal of latt1ce eX:J?a.nsj.on and to recrystallization. Although tubing 
TGD had received nominally the same cold work as had rod G, the latter 
shows a somewhat greater value of the O.l-percent proof stress. Poss1bly 
equivalent reduction by different methods will not produce equivalent 
I-Tork-hlu'dening. This apparent anamoly, however, may also be partly ex-
plained by differences in composit ion . A greater hardness of the rod ma-
terial is also indicated b;y its lower :r-ecrystallization temperature range 
(above 1100° F) . In many respects the tensile proof stress curves are 
similar to those fOl' nickel. 
Figure 28A shows the varjation of shear proof stress wlth annealing 
temperature, for cold-reduced monel tubing TGD. (See reference 6. ) The 
forms of these cur~es are in many respects similar to the curves for ten-
sile proof stress for this metal (figs. 23B and. 2t~A). The shear proof 
stresses, as would. be ex:pected, are nominally much lower than the tensile 
proof stresses. 
With increase of annealing temperature for aluminum-monel meta.l tub-
ing TH (fig. 25B), there are obtained maxima in the various tensile proof 
stresses, ranging from 10000 to 10750 ] ' . There are also lower maxima in 
the temperature range 4000 to 6000 F. The upper maxima are due to pre-
cip:i.tation-hardening, the lower max:i.illa to relief of internal stress. All 
proof stresses drop rapidly for annealing temperatures above 10750 F, 
owing to the recrystallization. 
With increase of the temperature of annealing aluminum-monel tubing 
(fig. 29B) there are obtained two maxima in the shear proof stress curves. 
(See reference 6,) The first and lower maximum Que to internal stress 
relief, is obtained in the range 4000 to 5000 F. The secono. and higher 
maximum is obtained at 10750 F and is attri"buted to precipitation haro.en-
ing of this alloy. At temperatures above 10750 F the shear proof stress 
drops rapidly, o"ring to recrystallization and to removal of lattice ex-
pansion. 
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Figure 26A shows tbe var:iat:1.on of the tensilo proof stresees with 
annealing temperature for colcl-drawn Inconel rod L. (See reference 2.") 
One unannealed cold-drawn specimen was tested shor~ly after manufacttlre 
of this material; a second was tested 40 months later. The time interval 
between receipt of the metal and t~e annealing of the specimens was from 
26 to 39 months; between the receipt and the testing, the interval was 32 
to 41 months . Results from tests on both specimens are plotted on the 
diagram. Smooth curves have been faired through the experimental points. 
The O.l-percent tensile proof stress vallie obtained in the early 
test on cold-drawn metal is somewhat greater than any other value on the 
diagl'am. The 0.001- and 0.003-percent proof stress values for this spec-
lmen, however, are somewhat lower than those obtained with the cold-d~~a-.. n 
specimen tested 40 months later. Consideration of the values obtained in 
the early test will be deferred until after consideration of the remaind6l:' 
of the diagram. A11 proof stresses rise with increase of annealing tem-
perature up to 8000 Fj at higher temperatures t.he groof stresses drop 
continuously. The most rapid drop is between 1100 and 14000 F. The 
ini tial rise of proof stress is attributed. to relief of internal stress, 
the subse~uent lowering to the removal of lattice-expanslon effects and 
to recrystallization. 
Apparently, the Inconel rod, as-recei ve(l, had been severely cold-
drawn, and probably contained considers,ble internal stress. The 40-
month storage period probably caused a partial relief of internal stress 
and likewise a partial removal of l a ttice expans ion. This re1:i.ef of 
internal stress produced the increase of the 0.001- and 0.003-percent 
proof stresses; whereas the removal of lattice expansion produced the 
decrease of the 0.1- and 0.03-percent proof stresses. 
With increase of temperature of annealing cold-reduced Inconel tub-
ing TLC (fig. 25A) , there are obtained maxima in the tensile proof stress 
curves between 7000 and 11000 F. The rise to these maxima may be attrib-
uted to relief of internal stress; the subse~uent lowering to removal of 
lattice expansion. 
With increase of the temperature of annealing cold-reduced Inconel 
tubing TLC (fig. 29A), up to 6000 or 7000 F, there is a rise of shear 
proof stress; the subse~uent decrease is most marked between 11000 and 
13000 F. This diagram is similar to those obtained with nickel and 
monel tubing (fig. 28). 
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4. Influ.ence of Annealing or Tempe-ring Temperature on the 
Elastic Strength of Chromium-Nickel Stainless Steel 
Figure 26B shous the vl:I.riatio~ of the tensile proof stress with tem-
p8ring terrq1erat ure for 13:2 Cr-Ni steel. (See reference 2.) Details of 
the hea.t treatments are given in table 2. Values obtained upon the spec-
imen tested as-received are plotted at 12600 F . Curves are faired 
t.hrough the mean P0sition of the points; because vf t he fluctuation of 
values, the positions of such cu~ves must not be considered exact. 
With increase of the tempering temperaturo, all proof stresses rise, 
reaching a maxlmum neal' 7000 ] ' . With further temperature incres.se, the 
proof stresses decrease to a minlmum between 13000 and 14000 F J and then 
inc:::'ease somewhat with rise in +,empe_ature up to 17500 F. It is there-
fore seen, that even Nith a controlled decelerated rate of furnace cool-
ing from above IhOOo F, some haTdening of the material occurred. This 
material can be softened only by holding slightly belcw t.he transforllla-
tion temperature, 
The initial rise of proof strecs with temperIng temperature is due 
to relief of internal stress, the subs6quent 10\·rering is due to recrys-
tallization . Internal stre8S evidertly is prodnced even with air-
hardening . 
Some specimens of half -hard 18; 8 Cr-Ni steel rod. D~ 'tiere annealed 
at various t.emperatul'es :canging from 5~Oo to 10250 Ii' :'or 1/2 hour. (Oee 
reference 2 .) Another spBcimE!n was annealed for 44 hours at ~.82° F 
(2500 C). Details of hoat treatments are given in table 2. Correlated 
stress-strain and stress-set curves were measured on each specimen. The 
variation of proof stress with annealing temperature is shown in figure 
27A. Values for the unextended, anr.ealed specimen DM-18.3 are plotted 
at 18300 F and for ar~ unannealed specimen at 1000 F . Curves a:ce faired 
through the me~~ positions of the points. 
With i ncrease of annealing t emperature , there is a ma rked rise of 
proof stress, reaching a maximum bet ween 8000 ami 9000 F . No date, were 
obtained for specimens armealed bet'''een 1025° and 18300 Fj however J the 
curves have been drawn in this r egion according to the vf.!,riation gener-
ally obtained wlth this alloy} so as to exhibit a rapid decrease between 
10250 and 13000 F. The initial rise is due to relief of interne.l stress, 
the subsequent decrease t o relief of lavtice expansion and. to recrystal·-
lization . Annealing at 4820 F for an eytended period gave IHtle cree.t er 
p:&:'oof stress values than t hose obtained ·oy the chort-t ime anneal at 
5000 F. This result appears to i ndi cate that greatly increasing the an-
nealing time has not produced any gain in elastic strength. 
Other tests discussed previously (reference 2) show that prestretch-
ing of stress-relief annealed 18;8 Cr-Ni steel specimens gave slight 
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improvement in proof stresses, additional to that obtained by the anneal-
ing tl'eatment; this indicated that all internal stress was not relieved 
by such annealing treatment. Such an improvement of proof stress was not 
generally obtained with slight prestretchlng of stress-relief annealed 
nonferrous metals. 
In studying the elastic properties of 18:8 Cr-Ni steel, some tests 
were made at sub-zero temperature, in order to determine the effect of 
variation of test temperature on the tensile elastic properties. For 
this purpose a series of half-hard 18:8 Cr-Ni steel rod specimens, DM, 
were annealed at 500°, 700°, 900°, and 1830° F for 1/2 hour, as 
indicated in table 2. These specimens and an unannealed specimen were 
tested at _1100 F (-78.50 c) a.ccording to methods described in an ear-
lier report. (See reference 3.) The extensometer and insulated chamber 
used are shown in figure 2. 
Figure 278 shows the variation of the low temperature tensile proof 
stress with annealing temperature for this alloy. Comparison with fig-
ure 27A for room temperature tests indicates that the curves are similar 
in form, but generally give somewhat higher proof stresses. A similar 
rise of proof stress with decrease of test temperature was also obtained 
upon a severely cold-drawn 18:8 Cr-Ni steel rod. (See reference 3.) 
Figure 30 shows the variation of the shear proof stress with the 
temperature of annealing cold-drawn 18:8 Cr-Ni steel tubing TC as 
measured at room temperature. There is a rise of shear proof stress 
with increase of annealing temperature up to 9000 F, OWing to induced 
internal stress. At higher temperatures, the shear proof stress de-
creases, the most rapid drop occurring near 13000 F. The approximate 
course of the curves in the range 13000 to 19000 F have been indicated 
by broken lines; no specimens were annealed in this interval. The sub-
sequent drop of proof stress may be attributed to relief of lattice ex-
pansion and to recrystallization. 
VI. INFLUENCE OF PRIOR PLASTIC DEFORMATION ON THE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 
AND ITS LI~  STRESS COEFFICIENT FOR VARIOUS METALS 
1. Influence of Plastic Extension on the Stress-Deviation Curve 
and Derived Indices for Annealed Nickel Rod 
An incomplete view of' the elastic properties of' a met.al is obtained 
by considering only its stress-set relationship. Consideration should be 
gi ven also to the influence of stress on the accompanying total strain 
and on the elastic strain. These relations are revealed by the stress-
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deviati_on curves for niclcel and by derived curves and indices . A compar-
ati ve study later ;'T ill be made upon other meta.ls. 
Stress-deviation curves for arJ!lealed nickel rod R-14 are ehOlm in 
the upper rOlf of fie;ure 5. Curye 9 of this group is identical with the 
stress-deviation curve in figure 413. On SOlue of these curves, as well as 
on scattered strees--deviation curves for some other metals (not gtven in 
this report) , a1'e plotted strain -values at stresses other than those 
corresponding to upper loads in the various stress cycles . The aQdition-
al data were obtained following pauses of 2-minute dm:'ation at these 
stresses during the increase of load in the various cycles. They per-
mitted considerable additional data to be secured, without greatly ex-
tending the test time. These add,i tional stre.in values shown in ngure 5 
are not reI)lotted in figure 4, although they were employed in draw'ing the 
· uncorrected stress-strain and stress-devlation curves . 
The solid line (corrected) curve in figure 413 is obtained by sub-
tracting from the broken line curve J the aUluuuts of perI.wnent set at the 
same stress values in the curve in figure 4c . The solid line curves in 
the u:p::per row in fi ure 5 are similarly obtained by usi·-..g the adjacent 
' brcke:o.--line stress-deviation curves and the stress-set curves immediately 
below. 
Since the lines are plotted as deviaticn from a fixed modulus 
(EA :: 32 X 10 6 psi) on an open scale, the stra:Ln scale i8 sensitive 
enough to reveal a curvature in most of these lines '. The assumed modulus 
value selected ca.uses some of the curves to show an initial backward tilt. 
'Thel f3 is a tei1dency for the first curve of a pair to be steeper tha...'J. the 
second. From the shape of these curves, it i~ apparent that the modulus 
of' elasticity decreases continuously with increase of stress. The secant 
modulus, given by the ratiO of the stress to elastic strain, is used to 
study the variation of the ~odulus with stress, and with prior plastic 
extension . . 
Figure 413 illustrates the method of calculating the secant modulus 
from the corrected stress-deviation curve. In order to calculate the 
secant mod,ulu8 at 25,000 psi; a straight line j,s drawn fI'om the origin 
A through the intersection 13. This line exten~ed, intel'sects the 
32,000-psi ordinf' te CD a.t E. The. distance CE may be used to compute 
the modulus as folJ.cws~ The strain corrosponding to a moduluG of 
32 X 10 6 psi at a stres s of 32,000 psi would 'be 0.1 percent. The dis-
tance CE has a value of 0.012 percent. The Becant modvlus at 25,000 
psi would therefore b,e equal to 32,000. divided by 0.00112, that i s , 
28.53 milliOi.l pai. 13y repeat.ing t.his procedure of measul'ing the projec-
tion on li!'lt3 CD of lines intersecting the stress-dev:La.tion curve at 
various selected stl'e8ses, the Variation of the secant modulus vTith 
stress can be evaluated. 
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Graphs of variation of tbe secant m.odulus of elasticity with stress, 
deri ved f r om the cor rected stress-deYiation cv.r ves in figure 5} are shown 
in figure 6. The li11es are numbered consecutively in each figure to cor-
respond to the stress-deviation curves from which they were deri ved. 
Each stress-modulus line has been shifted to the right from the preceding 
line, ani has been given a separate abscissa scale; the Bcale of abscissa 
is ind.icated. Absc i ssas read-l.ug :from left to right represent values of 
the secant modulus of elastj.cHy (in million pounds per square inch). 
Ordinates represent stress. The points on the cur ves in figure 6 corre-
spond to ·the selected points on the corrected stress-deviation curves at 
which the modulus was computed, not to st resses at whi ch strains were 
observed . The prior plastic extension corresponding to each stres s-
modul us line is indi cat ed in the derived diag:i:'aID (fig. 35) at the corre-
spondingly numbered point. 
In the consecutive series of stress-modulus lines fol' fully annealed 
nickel rod (f ig . 6) lines 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8 are curved throughout 
their extent. Li nes 2 and 3 are curved only at the higher values of 
stress. The other Itnes in the figure are approximately straight. The 
prior plastJc ext ens:i.on beyond which all stress -modulus lines are 
straight is about 4 percent (fig . 35). It will be shovm later that many 
annealed metals give straight stress-modulus lines only after being ex-
tended somewhat. 
The modulus of elasticity at zero stress (EO) may be determined 
directly from the stress-modulus line by extrapolating the Hne to zero 
stress. When the stress-modulus line is straight, the variation of the 
socant modulus (E ) with stress (S) may be represented by 
E = EO (1 - COS) 
where Co represents the linear stress coefficient of the secant mod-
ulus. When the stress-modulus line is curved from the origin, the 
equation would include terms containing higher powers of S. In earlier 
re}:orts (references 1, 2, 4, and 7) a second coefficient C!, of the 
square of S ~as evaluated . Since the cur ved s tress-modulus lines gen-
erally do not repre sent true quadratic equations it has been considered 
desirable to evaluate the modulus at zero stress EO, the linear stress 
coefficient of the modulus at zero stress , CO, and the modulus at one 
or m~re elevated values of stress. It should be noted that some of the 
curved stress-modulus lines for nickel give a value of zero for GO. 
When a stress -modulus line is straight the corrected stress -strain 
curve would be represented by 
€ = S/E = s (4) 
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where E: is the corrected strain. Since the correction term' COS is 
genera.lly sma.ll compared, with 1, equation (2) may be '''ritten 
the equation for a ql1adratic parabola. For rumealed nickel extended 
more tr...an J.j. pel'cent, therefore, the stl'ess-strain line evidently '-1Ould 
be a quadr,,),tic para'bola; at smaller prior extensions the line would be a 
CUl've of higher ol'der. 
The d.iagl'am in figure 35 has been derived from values of EO, CO, 
and the modulus at 30,000 pSi, E30• Abecisdas represent percentages of prior plastic extension, The ord.ina.te scale for values of the mod.ulus of 
elasticJty is given on the left-hand burd.er, and for the linear stress-
coefficient, CO, on the right··hand bord.er. 
The experimentally determined points in figure 35 are numbered to 
correspond to the consecutj.vely numbered ntrcss-modulus lines in figure 
6, and to the consecutively nlunbered stress-deviation lines in figure 5. 
The points In fieu.re 35 give a curve conSisting of oscillations super-
posed. on a smooth basic ClU've (not shown). '1'he oscillations in the curve 
for Co is generally qualitatively similar to those :in the curve of EO, 
and is due to variations of extension spacing and rest interval. The 
more abrupt of the oscillations in figure 35 generally are associated. 
with opposite oscillations in the proof st.ress-extension curves for this 
specimen (ng. '7). This is in accord,ance w'ith the fact that tho differ-
ence in steepness of' the corrected stress-deviation curves of a pair 
genGrally is associated with an opposite difference in steepness of the 
corresponding stress-set curves. Increase of the rest interval appar-
ently tends to decrease the slope of the stress-set curve and to increase 
the initial slope (EO) and curvature (CO) of the corrected stress-devi-
ation curve. The basic curve for EO is indicated qualitatively in fig-
ure 35 by the d.otted line. 'rhe basic Co and E30 curves are so clear-
lJ' indicated by the sequence of experimentally determined pOints, that 
no dotted curves are needed. 
The basic EO curve (fig. 35) first descends rapidly at a decreas-
ing rate and reaches a minimum at slight plastic extension. With fur-
ther extension, the curve rises rapidly above the value at zero plastic 
extension and cont.inues to rise at a gradually decreasing rate. At the 
beginning of local contraction (35-percent extension), the EO curve is 
still rising slowly, and is considerably higher than at zero plastic ex-
tension. The value of EO at beginning local contraction is about the 
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aame as that for the severely cold·-drawn nickel, R (fig. 35): Curve 
E30 rises steadily at a decreasing rate, over the indicated range for 
which it c')uld be measured. Curve Co rises rapidly in a manner sim-
Ear to the EO curve, between points 7 and 9 . Beyond point 9, however, 
Co descends at a decreasing rate. 
The variation of the modulus of elasticity and its linear stress 
coefficient, CO, with plastic deformation or with heat treatment) is 
determined by the relat ive influence of certain fundamental factors: 
namely, (a) internal stress, and its distribution over the possible slip 
plane directions , (b) lattice expansion, and (c) preferred orientation. 
An extended discussi on of the influence of these three factors is given 
in earlier report s . (See reference s 2, 4, and 7.) Ind uced internal 
stress tends to cause a r i se in the tensile (EO) or shear (GO) moduli of 
metals. The magnitude of this effect , however, is determined by relative 
d i rec t i ons of the planes of maximum shear during prior deformation, and 
during subsequent modulus measurements; the effect will be greatest if 
the directions are parallel . The linear stress coefficient Co will 
like,vi se increase with increase of the induced internal stress. 
Lattice expansion, or work-}1..ardening, tends to cause lowering of the 
tension and shear moduli . I t apparently is not directional in its effect, 
despite the earlier surmiae that a possible difference in the amount of 
lattice expansion exists in directions normal to each other . Likewise, 
Co tends to decrease with increase of lattice expansion . 
Cold deformation tends to orient the grains of a polycrystalline 
metal so as to aline certain crystalline planes along preferred direc·· 
tiona. Owing to the large directional variation of the modulus within 
the crystals of many metals, such reor ientation would tend to change the 
value of the modulus from that obtained when the grains are randomly 
oriented. Before studying the changes in relative dominance of the vari-
OllS factors upon the modulus, during extension of annealed nickel r od, a 
discussion will be given of the effect of crystal orientation on the 
elastic moduli of metals. 
2. The Directional Variati )n of the Modulus of Single Crystals 
As the metals considered in this report are either face - centered or 
body-centered cubic, only these t wo types of space lattice will be con-
sidered in the following discussion. The directiop..al variation of the 
IThe short hor izontal -lines at the right-hand border of figure 35 
indicate values obtained with unannealed cold -drawn nickel rod R. The 
horizontal ar'rows indicate values obta:;'ned with a cold -drawn nickel spec-
imen that had been annealed for relief of internal stress at 5000 F 
(R-5) . 
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tensiJe end shear modul~ in lat.t ces of some metals of each of these 
types are Hlustr&ted by the diagrams in figm'es 31 to 34, .Thich are 
adaptatlons of diagr81lls in reference 18. These diagrws are drawn with 
s11herical coordinat0s having their origins at the intersection of the 
three mutually perpond.i.cular axes of s llJ.I.netry. The surface chovm 1n 
each figure is the locus of aJl points replosenting (b;y distance and <1.i-
recti(\n from the oriGin) v['.lues cf the I1J.odultH::I of elasticity. The axes 
C represented in each figure are the cubic axes of symmetry . 
In the discussion of crystal orientation, use wUl be made of the 
MUler indiceu 01:' crystal planes and directions. A crystal plane is 
thereby oenoted by a parentheoes ( - - - ) with sJimbols , representing the 
reciprocals of the ratios of the inter-..::epts of the three principa.l axes. 
A o.1rection in a crystal is represented by a bracket [---J ylith the 
s~'lIl.bols of the crystal plane to vThich the di.cection is normal . A direc-
tion IDa .• dng equal angles "Tith all three princjpa] axes is demoted by 
[lllJ (octahecl:ral), the d.';'rection of the cubic axes of symmetry by [lOOJ , 
8l1d. the dodecabedral by [110J. In figures 31 ·to 3!~ the principal crys -
tal directions are denoted by letters, as explained in the key to these 
figures . 
A typical diagram of variation of the tensile modulus of elastlcity 
E of a face-centered cubic metal is the cliagram for gold (fig. 31). 
The modulus for this metal is least in the direction of the cubic axes 
(C ) and greatest in the di::ection of the octahed!'al axes (0). The ratio 
betwl3e:..1. the maximum. and. min:Lmum values for gold, as 81 ven in reference 
18, is 2.71. Diagrams for copper, silver, nickel, and several other 
face-centered cubic metals w'ould be similar to f:lgure 31. 'fIle diaGram 
for all.other face -centered. cubic metal, alu.rninum. I fig. 32), however, is 
very different in fOHll . As indicatied by this nearly spherical di3.grarn, 
the ratio 'of the modulus for octahedral and cubic direotions is ab~ut 
1. 2. (See reference 18.) From strain measurements mad.e in the present 
investigation) it is indicated that the space diagram for Ilionel is prob-
ably more similar to that for aluminum (fig. 32) than to that for gold 
(fig. 31). The space diadrarns for nickel, aluminum-monel, Inconel, 8l1d 
18: 8 Cr-Ni steel crystals, hmlever, are probably similar to that for 
gold (fig. 31). 
The diagram. for a body-centered cubic metal , alpba. iron, is shown 
in figure 33. This diagram 18 sim:i.lar in form to figure 31, having a 
ratio of modulus values in tho octahedral 8l1d cubic directions of 2 . 15 . 
(See reference 18.) For tungsten, the corresponding ratio is about 1.0, 
so that its diagram 1-lould be nearly a sphere, like that for aluminum 
(fig. 32) . 
The directional variation of the shearing modulus (G), as illus -
trated by the diaeram for alpha tron in figure 3t~, is opposite to that 
of the tens:i.le modulus. The maximum. value of the shearing modulus is 
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in the direction of the cubic axis (C), the minimum value in the direction 
of the octahedral axis (0). The ratios of values of the shear modulus in 
cubic and octahedral directions for the various metals are very nearly 
the sarne as the corresponding ratios of the tensile modulus in octahedral 
and cubic directions. When these ratios are considerably greater than 1, 
the production of preferred orientation 'J'Ould cause a marked variation of 
Poisson 1 s I'atio as obtained by the method described later in this report. 
3. The Influence of Plastic Deformation on Crystal Orientation 
of Face-Centered Cubic Metals 
An earlier report (refel'ence 2) save a comprehensive discussion of 
cyl'ndrical and parallelop5.pedal defol:'lJl8.tion of both face-centered and 
body-centered cubic single cTystals and polycrystalline aggregates. In 
this report, discussion will be limited to cylindrical deformation of 
polycrystalline aggregates, that is, deformation in which equal percent-
age changes occur in two dimensions and a necessarily opposite change in 
the third diJn6112ion. Such defol~tion is produced by extension or draw-
ing. 
Cylindrical deformation of a l)olycrystalline aggrs13ate of a face-
centered cubic metal ca.uses some of the crystals to assume octahedral 
[lllJ orientation and others to assume cubic [100] orientation along the 
specimen axis. Ettisch, Polanyi, and Yieissenberg (references 19 and 20) 
thus found that hard-drawn ,"ires of such metals have double fiber tex-
ture. Sachs and Schiebold (reference 21), however~ found that aluminum 
has almost entirely the octahedral [lllJ orientation. This conclusion 
was also verified by Schmid and Wasserman (referenence 22), who also 
found that the orientation textures of various face-centered cubic met-
als differ only in the proportions of the [lllJ and ~OOJ orientations 
along the crystal axis. Copper was found to be predominantly octahedral 
[111..], whereas silver was predOminantly cubic [1..00J. Gold contained ap-
proximately equal proportiono of the two orientations. Greenwood (ref-
erence 23) found cold-drawn nickel wires to have predominantly octahedral 
orientation. Cold-drawn monel has a similar orientation. (See reference 
24. ) 
Although the orientation of cold-worked 18:8 Cr-Ni steel has not 
been determined by X-ray methods, the results of the present investiga-
tion suggest that it is predOminantly cubic [lOOJ. Such a conclUsion is 
suggested by the appreciable rise of POisson's ratio (as discussed later), 
as obtained by soft-annealing the cold-drawn alloy (fig. 68), a treatment 
that would change the crystal orientation from preferred to random dis-
tribution. As will be shmffi later, cold-drawn nickel, aluminum-monel, 
and Inconel tubing, hOl-TeVer, exhibit a marked drop in POisson's ratiO, 
with soft-annealing, probably Ol-Ting to the l'emoval of preferred [lllJ 
orientation. 
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4. The Influence of Plas+lc Defol'1Il.ation on Crystal Orientation 
of Body-Centered. Cubic Meta:l.s 
As show~ by Ettisch, Po1anyi, and Weis8enoerg (reference 19) and 
others (l'eferElncc 25), cold- dravm i ron gives :preferred. dod.ecaheclra1 [110J 
ol'ientl'l.tion in the axial d.irection. St'..cn 01":1 entat5 OIl was produced. on 
iron, iror..-sillcon, ancl iron-\"anadium all oys by drawing, or swaging plus 
dra~tI').ng. (See refar-enee 26.) Recr> stal..l.izatioI.l. \wuld. tend to reduce the 
amount of preferred or5.e _tatlon. 
The only bod;y -centered. cu'oic metal included in this investigation is 
13 ~ 2 Cr-Ni steel. vli th 8XtCIle ion of the annealed alloy, the chan,ge of 
orientation from a random to a pr'aferred [:tlO] d..istribution would tend to 
prod.llea onl;y a small ris0 of the ter..sile mod.ulus; such a tendency is not 
dominant over ·~hf.l l'I'Ulge of extensions in figure 43. For annealed open-
hearth iron, as stud.ied earlier in another prcjec'J~ at this laboratory 
(reference 7), t.he tendency to :i.nc,rease of the te~1sile modulus with ex-
tep..sion was evidently amaD.. Thus the e ~fect upon the modulus of crystal 
reo:'ientation is not so pronounced with bcdy-centered cubic metals as 
,,,i th some face-centered cntic :nJ.etul s . A stud.y · of figure 33, together with 
the fact that the l:i.ml tine e)..-ter..sion Qf' body-centered cubic metals is gen-
erally small .• would account for the smal __ influence of' preferred orienta-
tion on the modulus of those metals. 
5. Influence of Plastic Deformation on the Tensile Modulus of Elasticity 
and Its Linear Stress Coefficient for Nickel Rod and Tubir~ 
The 8enoral ribe of the tensile modulus EO with extension of an-
ne3.1ed nickel R-1.4. (fiB- 35) may be attribute-i to tho dominant influence 
of the change of crystal orient-ation from random to preferred oC'(jahedTal 
[111] ol'ientation t,>ara.llel to the specimen axis . . Such orj entaticn is ob-
tained .,ith cylindrical deformation of many face-centered cubic metals. 
'1'he in:" tiul 3ha1"p d.rop of EO . may be attributed. to domi.f1..ance of the 
work-haro..enillg fa.,.,tor. The subsequent s:tarp rise of EO may be due in 
part to increasing internal stross, to which is attrib~ted. the initial 
rise of the Co curve. The subsequent descent of the Co curve is 
probably due to the dOIDir..,s,nt influence of lattice expansion. 
Kawai (reference 27) found an initial sharp drop of the tensile mod-
ulus, followed by a slower rise, for nickel and copper. He errcneously 
attributed this initial dro~ to increasing internal stress and the subse-
quent rise corroctly, at least in part, to preferred ortentation. The 
effect of lattice expa.nsion '-las not recognized in his work. 
I 
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The varj.aUon of the tension modulus E, and its linear strcs8-
coefficient CO, wHh extension and cold reduc;tion of tubing TR, is 
shown in figure 36 . Proof stress curves for these specimens were given 
in figure 8 . With extension of annealed nickel tublDg TRF (fig. 36..11.), 
Eo first decreases sharply, and then ri:::68 to a maximum, within the 
first 2-percent equ5..valent reduction. At greater extensions EO shows 
li tt.le variation; whereas E a 5 (the tensj 011 :nodulus at 25,000 psi) ex-
hibits a continuous rise. '~rith cold reduction of nlckel tubing (fig. 
36B), the tens ion modulus exhi bj ts a gener'al ::-lee. vii th slight extension 
of aIlJ.""lealed nickel tubing, TRF (fig. 36A) J Co rises to a maximum at 
the same equivalent reduction at which Eo reached a maximum. With cold 
reduction of nickel tubing (fig. 368), Co rises to a maximum at moder-
ate reduction, decreasing thereafter. 
The tnitlal sharp drop of EO with extension of annealed nickel tub-
ing may be attributed to lattice expansion; whereas the subsequent sharp 
riso of EO and the rise of Co '1i th inltial extension may 'be attributed 
t.o dominance of induced internal stress. The rise of Co ",ith cold re-
ductien of nickel tubing pro"bably is due to the same cause. The general 
rise of the modulus E I"i th exten.sion or cold reduction probably is due 
to the d.omJnant influence of production of preferred octahedral [ 111J 
orientation 9arallel to the specimen axis. The drop in the Co curves 
after moderate deformation may be attributed to the effect of the lattice 
e.x::pans ion. 
In many respects the forms of the E and Co curves for extended 
annealed nickel tubing are qualitatively similar to those obtained for 
nickel rod. Such differences that appear to exist may be attributed to 
small differences in composition, to 'the form of the test speCimens, to 
the use of a number of tubular specimens and a single rod specimen, and 
to experimental variations. 
6. Influence of Plastic Deforme.tion on the Shear Modulus of 
Elastici ty a...'1d Its Linear Stress CoefficIent for Nickel Tubing 
The variation of the shear modulus of elasticity with extension of 
8-"1Ilealed nickel tubing and wi tIl cold reduction of nickel tubil1g is sh01Vll 
in figures 45A and 45B, respectively. Shear proof stress values for 
these specimens are given in figure 17. Values obtained for the fully 
annealed metal are plotted at zero equivalent reductton in both diagrams. 
The method of derivation of the shear modulus from the shear 8tress-st~ain 
ani stress-set curves is similar to that employed in the derivation of 
tensile moduli. 
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The tensilo modulus of n:tckel tubing (fig. 36) was derived for zero 
St.:J:'CBf.:l, and whe::.'e pcssnle, at 25,000 and at 50,000 psi. Nadal (reference 
28) has sUGgested 'that the stross-strain c rve for a. metal in pure shear 
can be derived. from its strecs-straln curve j.n tension, by multiplying 
tension s-:'resses by 1/11/3 and tension strains by 1.5. 'Ihis relationship 
"las derived for isotro})j.c mct;e,ls upon cel'tain tl.ssumptlons 'which a1 e open 
to question. As a first approxJIlJatioll, IlGWe',rer .. it IaP.Y be ap,plied to many 
other metals. Thei'efore , s,hear mQd.ullll:l valu€.s were outained at zero 
St:l:'CS8} and whel'e possible, [l~ l~I' J 1~50 and :2B, 900 psi. '11hesEl modulus val-
ues a!'e to be utUized later in calculat :ing l'oisscn~ s ratio for nickel 
tubing. 
With extension of annealed nickel tubing TRF (fig. 45.4), the shear 
modulus of' elasticity, C-o, exhibits a sharp rise and decreasej at 
greater extensions little val'iation is not0d. With increase of cold. re-
duction of nickel tubi.ng (fig. 1~5B), the shear modulu8 G ex."J.iblts a..'1. 
initial increase, followed by a decrease. 
The fluctuations of -:'11e shear modulus with lni tie.l ext.er..sion must not 
be considered significant, Ql{.i.ng to the small stress J:'ange ov"'}r which 
stress was measured. (Se6 O.l-percent 112:'oof s~ress, U.s. 17A. '; At greatEr' 
extensions, however, YTL.ere the stress ra;'1gc is greater t th'2:re appears to 
be a ba.lance among the various factors affecting G. W L -:11 j r.c!'ease of 
cold raducti!Jn (fig. 1~5A ) up -:'0 30 percent, the shear I!1c '3,uJ..us r18es 1 owing 
to the effect of induced ill'tel'nal stress. vii th 8u"ose9. 'e:d cold. redu0tion, 
the decrsase of the shear modulus may ue attributed to the ccmbined domi-
nant influence of l attice expansion and to the production of' prefarred 
[lllJ crystal orientation aJ.ong the crystal axis; the reorientation factor 
would tend to cause a con::'inu1ng d.ecrease of the shear modulus, -.fhereas it 
ifould tenJ. to iacrea.se t.he tensile modulus . 
With extension of an..'1.ealed. nickel tub i ng (fig. 45A) , the linear stress 
coefficient of the shear 1ll0litilU8 has a zero value ovaI' nearly the whole 
range; Co reaches a ltlB.ximum. with 30-percent cold reductioI'_ of nickel tub-
iug (fig. 45Bj and then decreases. The initial rise of Co with cold re-
duction may be attributed to the effec·t of induced internal stress, the 
subsequent d.8crease to the effect of lattico expansion. 
7. Influence of Plastic Deformat.ion on the Tensile and Shear ~10duli 
of Elaeticity for Monel, Aluminum-Monel, Inconel, and Copper 
Figure 37 shows the varia.tton of the tensile modulus E and its 
linear stres:! coefficient Co with ex'tension of annealed monel rod. 
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G-14 . The tensile proof' stress values for this speci.men are shOi-Tn i n 
figUl'e 9. Eo shmvs little variation, whereas Ea 5 and E50 exhibit a 
gradual rise. Evidently the various factors affecting EO are in near 
balance during sllch extension . The absolute values of the tensile modu-
lus for monel, as w·ould be expected, are less than those obtained with 
nickel _ The modulus-extension curve for nickel rod had exhibited a gen-
eral rise (fig. 35) . 
The linear stress coefficient of the tensile modulus, CO, for an-
nealed monel G- l4 (fig. 37) exhibits a pronOlmced rise to a maximum during 
t he fi r s t lO-pel~cent extension, decreasing steadily thereafter. The rise 
is attributed to induced internal stress, the subsequent lowering t o the 
dominant influence of lattice expansion. This Co curve is qualitatively 
similar to that obtained on annealed nickel (fig. 35). 
With extension of aIll1ealed monel tubing TGE (fig. 38A) both EO and 
E <15 first decrease and then increa,sej both changes are slight. \Vi th cold 
reduction of monel tubing (fig. 38B), the tension modullts increases slight-
ly betl'leen 20- and 30-percent reduction; EO exhibits a small decrease at 
large reductions. Proof stress values for tl1ese specimens are given in 
figure 10. There evidently is a balance of influence of the various fac-
tors affecting the tensile modulus, The influence of preferred crystal 
orientation on t£e modulus of monel rod or tubing is evidently not so pro-
nounced as upon nicl:el rod and. tubJng. This difference ls probably not 
due to a lesser deg:r'ee of preferred ori entation obtained with monel, but 
rather to a smaller directional variation of the modulus of the monel crys-
tal. The linear stress coefficient of the tensile modulus , CO, for 
monel tubing remains zero during extension (fig. 38A), but rises to a max-
imum with 20-~ercent cold reduction (fig . 38B), decreasing thereafter . 
Thi s rise is probably due to the dominant influence of induced internal 
stress. 
Wi th extension of annealed monel tubing TGE (fig . 1~6A) the shear 
moduli of elasticity, GO anci G 14 • 45, both decrease. Go , G14 • 4 13, and 
Ga e . 9 all rise with increase of cold reduction of monel tubing (fig . 46B) 
from 10 to 20 percent and decrease continuously vIi th further reductior.. to 
values below that obtained for the annealed me:'al. The initial rise with 
cold reduction of the shear modulus of' monel tubing is ascribed to in-
duced internal stressj the general decrease with exter..sion and the subse-
quent decrease with r eduction may be attributed to the dominant influenGe 
----_ .. _---------------_._-------
lA correction of mo'ulus values obtained from reference 2 was neces-
sitated before plotting the corresponding diagrams in th1s report. Al-
thou h diagraro8 showing the variat:1.on of the moO.ulus were qualitatively 
correct i~ the earlier report: use of an imporbant errata sheet attached 
to that report is required in order to obtair. correct absolute values of 
the modulus. 
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of' lattice eX1?ansjon, and proba~ly to a mtnor extent to the production of 
pre.~·erred octahedral [lllJ crystal criontation . With extension of annealed 
monel tubing, the 1 i. ne aT stress coefficient of t he shear IodulU8 Co (fi.g . 
46A) rises sharply and drops to zero within about 4li -percent e-qu iyal.ent 
rednction. With cold reduction (fig . 4:6B) Co is zero for all grades ex-
cept the monel cold -reduced 75 to 80 "percent . " The high values of Co 
give evidence of induced internu.l stress . 
The t ensile modulus at elastiCity, FoO , fo r annealed aluminum- monel 
tubing TIID (fig. 39A ) oxhi11its an inGre~,se 'vith small extensIon, whereas 
ED 5 decl.'38.ses, these val11es uecoIDfl nearLy constant with further extension . 
EsC) exhib~ts a steady rise with ex-t·ension of this tubinG . Some rise of 
the ·tei1sion modulus E is o·ot-ained for aluminum-monel tubing ",·ith increase 
of cold reduction from 40 to 60 p0rcen:t (fig. 39B). No tubing was avail-
able having red ;) ctions loss than 40 percent. For the annealed aluminum-
monel tubing, the li.near 8"vross coefficient of the tension modulus, Co 
(fig. 39A), risen rapidly with extension. This rise, and the ri se of EO 
with extension) may both be attTibuted to induced interm.l stress . The 
eventual r"!.se of E w3.th severe cold reductlOn of aluminum-monel tubing 
is probubly due to the pr.:>duction of preferred octahedral ClUJ crystal 
orientation . 
Hith increase in extension of annealed aluminum -monel t ubing TED 
(fig. -i7A)} there is little variation of the shear modulus, G. 'i-lith cold 
reduction of aluminum-monel tubing (tig . 47B), there is a continuous de -
crease of the shear modulus. Evidently there is a balance of influence of 
the variouG factors af 'ecting G during extension. The lowering of the 
shear modulus with r8Quction may be attributed to Jattice expansion, and 
yrobably in part to the product on of preferred octahedral [ll"1.J crystal 
orientation . 
The linear stress coefficient of the shear modulus, CO , exhibits a 
rise during extension of annealed aluminum-monel tubing, TED (fig. 47A) , 
owing to induced i.nternal stress . Hith cold reduction (fig . 47B) , the 
value of Co remains small. 
With increase of E;:xtension of annealed 1ncone1 r nd) L-17 . 5 (f ig. 40) , 
+:.here is a s'..lccessive rapi.d rise and decrease of the tension modulus EO, 
followed by a slower rise . F2 sand Es 0 ShOVT a steady rise for rrior 
Axtension greater than 4 percent . The initial rise Oi EO is probably due 
to relief of internal stross, the subsequent decrease to lattice expansion . 
The eventual rise illay be attributed to dominance of the production of pre -
ferred octahedral [111J orientation along the specimen axis . A sharp rise 
of Co is obtained during early extension, owing to induced internal 
stress, follo~ed by a steady decrease, due to lattice expansion . 
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With extension of annealed Inc one 1 tubing TLD (fig. 41A), EO rises 
sharply to a maximUlll, and latel' approochee a constant value; Ea 5 6l1d 
E50 rise steadily from t.he low val'le measured at SID.8.11 extensiona. With 
cold reduction of. Inconel tubiIlB (fig. 4113), the tension modulus exhibits 
a sharp rise between 50- and 75-percent reduction. Tubing cold-worked to 
smaller reduction was not available. The value of the trosion mod.ulus 
for the laboratory annea.1ed Inconel 18 larger than that obtained for the 
cbrresponQing factory-annealed product TL~. This seme relationship was 
also observed for aluminum-monel tubing (fig. 39). The linear stress co-
ef:fic1ent of the ·tensile modulus Co rlses sharply "ith extension (fig. 
41A), OWing to induced intel~lal stress. 
With increase of extension of soft-annealed Ineonel tubing TLD 
(fig. 48A), there is a continuous c.ecrease of the shear mod.ulus. A con-
tinuous decrease 1s likawise obta.ined with cold reduction of this metal 
(fig. 48B). This general decrease may be att.ributed to the combined dom-
inant influence of lattice expansion and to the production of preferred 
octehedral ' [ll~ crystal orientation along the specimen axis. With early 
extension of annealed Inconel (fig. 48A), the linear stress coefficient 
of the shear modulus, CO, rises OWing to the predominance of internal 
stress, and later decreases owing to the dominant effect of lattice ex-
pansion. Factory annealed Inconel (TLA), (fig. 48B), gives a very high 
value for Co in shear. It has been suxndsed that this high value may 
be attributed to the internal stress probably induced by the straighten-
ing given this metal, following annealing. The value of Co decreases 
with cold work to zero at 75-percent reduction of area. 
In figure 42A is shovTn a plot of the tensile moa.ulus E and its lin-
ear stress coefficient CO, with extension of annealed copper rod, N-6. 
The modulus at zero stress, EO, exhibits ~ initial sharp decrease, fol-
lowed by a slower rise at a decreasing rate. The dotted curve which is 
drawn through the mean positions of the experimental points would be par-
allel to a basic curve devoid of the influence of extension spacings and 
rest intervals. The initial sharp drop of the modulus EO may be attrib-
uted to the dominant influence of lattice expansion. The initial rate of 
lattice expansion is high. During subsequent extension, the rise of the 
tensile modulus may be attributed to the combined dominant lnfluence of 
induced internal stress and the production of preferred octahedral [lllJ 
orientation. This diagram is somewhat similar to the diagram for nickel 
(figs. 35 and 36). 
The linear stress coefficient of the tension m.odulus, CO, exhibits 
a sharp rise, followed by a rapid drop at a decreasing rate, to a low 
value. The absolute values of CO, for copper, are ap,reciably greateT 
than those obtained with the higher strength metals. This is evident in 
the greater curvature of the stress-strain lines and the greater initial 
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slope of the stress modulus lines. (See references 2 and 7.) Apparently, 
ind.uced. internal stress is initially d.ominant in prod.ucing a rise of CO; 
whereas lattice eXflansion shortlJ' becomes d.ominant in causing the subse-
quent dxop of CO. This material is unique in giving curved. stress-modu-
lus lines (not shown, see reference 2) throughout the range of uniform ex-
tension. All the other metals tested. gave curved. stress-mod.ulus charac-
teristics (see figs. 6 and 35 for nickel) only over the early portion of 
the extension range. 
In figure 42B is 6ho~m the variation of EO and Co 
for cold.-rolled copper N. The high value of EO may be 
the preferred [ll~ orientation produced. by cold rolling. 
and. shows no significant variation. 
'\-'i th extension 
attri buted. to 
Co is small 
8. Influence of Plastic Deformation on the Mod.ulus of Elasticity 
and Its Linear Stress Coefficient for Stainless Steels 
Figure 43 shows the variation with extension of the tensile modulus 
of elasticity, and. its linear stress coefficient, CO, for the annealed. 
13:2 Cr-Ni steel rod specimen. The proof stress values for this specimen 
are shown in figure 15. An Eo curve drawn through the mean position of 
the points would. d.escend. at a d.ecrea,sing rate, approaching a nearly hori-
zontal position at the maximUm extension shown (14 percent). As the max-
imum load was reached. at slightly les8 than 7 percent (extension), some 
stress-strain and stress-set curves evidently were obtained after exten-
sion beyond the beginnj.ng of local contraction. Since the reduced. sec-
tion did not have an abruptly curved contour and extend.ed. over an appre-
ciable fraction of the gage length, determination of the beginning of 
local contra.ction was difficult. The Ea 5 end E50 curves followed 
courses similar to the Eo curve. The linear stress coeffiCient, CO, 
exhibits an initial rise but varies little beyond. this pOint. The EO 
and. Co curves generally oscillate in direct.ions opposite to those of 
the proof stress curves - that is, low values generally follow short rest 
intervals. 
The work-hardening factor apparently dominates in causing the lower-
ing of EO with extension. Any preferred. orientation which might occur 
during extension of thls specimen of body-centered. cubic metal would. like-
wise tend. to raise the modulus; the orientation prod.uced during such small 
extension, however, would be expected to be negligible. The initial rise 
of the Co curve is probably d.ue to the dominant influence of increase of 
internal stress. 
With increase of extension of annealed 18:8 Cr-Ni steel specimen 
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DM-18 .3, the tension modulus EO (fig. 1~4) shows an initial slight rise 
during the first 5 percent of extension, followed by a steady and some~·rhat 
ra:pid decrease throughout the l'emainder of the extension range. The modu-
lus Fas exhibits a steady drop; whereas Eso rises slowly during the 
first 20-percent extension, and then decreases. The linear stress coeffi-
cient, CO, exhibits a rapiQ rise during the first 15-percent extens~on, 
followed by a gradual decrease. 
The initial rise in the EO and Co curves may be attributed to a 
predomi.nant influence of increasing internal stress, the subsequent dG-
crease of the modulus · may be 8.ttributed in part to lattice expansion. 
Some of this decrease) howe ··er·, may be due to the production of preferred 
orientation. Unlike the other face-centered cubic metals , deformation of 
this ferrous alloy is believed to produce a predomin..'Ultly cubic CLOO] 
orientation in the direct:;'on of the rod axis. Such orientation vlould tend 
to lower the tension modulus. Slight prestretching of cold-worked speci-
mens, however, generally pro6.u;::es a lowering of the tensile modulus, owing 
to relief of internal st::cess. 
In another investigation conducted in this laboratory (reference 7) 
a study was made of the effect cf ?rior plastic extension on the tensile 
mbdulus of elasticity and its linear stress coeffiCient, CO, for low 
I..md medlum carbon steels. It was found that an initial rise of the mod-
ulus and Co is sometimes obtained. with extension O1'Ting to induced in-
ternal stress. Subsequent deformation causes little variation or even a 
emaIl decrease or the modulus (except for a slight rise for the 0,20-
percent carbon steel); the lattice expansion factor thus becomes dontnant. 
Evidently the change from random to preferred orientation produced at 
large deformations of these steels has a small, if any; elevating effect 
upon the modulus. The lowering effect of lattice exp~sion is Benerally 
dominant. 
Figure 49 ShovTS the variation of the shear modulus of elasticity G 
and its linear stress coefficient GO, with prior extension of annealed 
18:8 Cr-Ni steel tubing, TC-19. With increasing extension, G decreases 
almost continuously over the range shown. The linear stress coeffieient, 
CO, is zero except at an extension of 5 percent; no significance should 
be attached to this single small value. The continuous decrease of the 
shear modulus G, with extenSion, may be attributed to the dominant in-
fluence of lattice expansion. 
9. Influence of Plastic Deformation on POissonfs Ratio for Metals 
From measured ten3ile and shear modulus values for a metal an effec-
tive value of POissonrs ratiO, ~, rray be calculated according to the 
equation: 
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E ~ = - - 1 2G 
where E and G are the tension aLd shear moduli, respectively . (See 
reference 29.) If the metal is isotropic this value will be equal to 
Pcis8cnus ratio, as commonly determined from the r atio of unit lateral 
contraction to extenSion, under tensile loading. 
(6) 
For the purpose of measuring the relativ$ influence upon tensile and 
shear moduli of such variables as plastic deformation and annealing tern·· 
perature - that is} to detect any changes in i sotropy of the metal - the 
use of such a calculated effective value may have ce:ctain ad.vantages over 
that obtai ned b;y· simultaneous extension and contrae-tion measurements. 
Figure 59 shOY.s the variation of the tensile modulus E, the shear 
modulus G, &~d PoiSJon's ratio ~~ with extension and cold re1uction 
of nickel tubing. Tho modult'.s curves have been drawn through the Ir.ean 
posi tions of the experimental pcints as obtained from figures 36 ancl 45; 
these curves are used in derivir..g Poisson~8 ratio . The abscissa scale is 
plotted as equ':'valent reduction of area • . In figure 59A a.re plot-ced values 
obtained vr:i.th extended annealed nickel tubingj in figure 59B are plo·tted 
val ues obJ;;ained with cold-reduced nickel tubing. 
Wi th extenslon up to 10 percent, a.'ll1ealed nickel tubing TRF s hOfTS 
little variation of P('isson~s ratio. \Oiith cold r 0duction of nickel tub-
ing (fig. 59B ) J a small decrease in ~ is obtained at intermeD.iate reduc-
tions and a marked rise is obtained at large reductions. During exten-
sion, the various factors apparenvly affect tensile and shear modulus val-
ues proportional2..y. The o.ifference in effect cf the recrientation on the 
tensile and shear moduli accounts for the even-!-,ual largo rise of Po~. ssong s 
rat io ,vi th cold red.uction. 
Figure 60 shoYTS the variation of the tension mod.ulus E, the shear 
modulus G, and Poi sson ~ s ratio ~, wlth extensir)n and cold reduction 
of monel t.ubing ':'G. With increase of extension (fig. 60A) , ~c and ~2 5 
ri8e. This rise may be attributed :partly to the directional inflv.er:ce of 
the i:l.terrlD.l stress ar:d prohably in part to the effect of the reorienta-
tion factor. however J OYTlng to the less rapid ini tlal !'ise of Poisson ~ s 
l'atio ,,,1 th cold reductiun of monel tubing, as ind1cated in figure 60B, _ 
the reori entation factor is believed t.o influence the rise of ~ with 
extension only to a minor degree. 
With cold reduction of monel tilbing (fig . 6oB), Poisson!s ratio 
reaches a minimum .... t intermediate redu.ctions of area; this decrease is 
small and should not be considered significant. No single factor aplJears 
to donllD9.te in this range. \-lith further cold reduction ~o and I1s 0 
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rjse rapidly, Qioling to the production of preferred octahedral [11lJ orien-
tf'.ti.on along the spec1men axis, whic.h tend.s to inCre9.S8 the tensile mod-
ulus and decreaso the sheaJ. modulus. 'l'h~ influence of this reorientation 
factor V8.S not. evjdetit in the variation of the tension modulus E fcr 
monel tubing (fig. 38) end monel rod (fig. 37). Lattice oxPun'3ion is be-
lieved tc . affect tensi le· a.ni shear moduli sinilarly; it the;efore is 
isotropic in its effect and would. not influence ~. 
'¥11th prior extension of armealed aJ.umimuJ1.-moncl TED (fig. 6lA) and 
annealed inconel TLD (fi g. 62A, tubing, there is a rise in POis90n t s 
ratiO, Ilo, proba.bly because of the directicnal influence of internd.l 
si:.resE and. possibly also because of reoriertatlor.. . With l.nerease in the 
colJ. reduction of aluminum-monel, Tn (fig. 61B) and b.conel TL (fig. 62B) 
tubing, POisson 9 s ratio p. for th'?se metals €:xhibi ts a steady rise. 
This rise may be attributed to the pr d.uction of preferred [lllJ crystal 
orientation.. Since tubing baving inte!'mediate c01(1 reductio~s was not sup-
plied in thee8 blO cODrpoai tior-a, the variation of POisson < s ratio wi thin 
this ra...."1ge of cold vlork could not ue a[lcel'tained. 
Attent10n wjll n01-! he given to the range of numerical values of Il 
obtained with nonferrous metals. For the unext~nded. lDboratory-annealed 
metals, the derived value of Poisson's ratio ranges frOIll 0 . 33 to 0.42, 
For annealed metals extended about 10 per:)ent (9.1-percent equivalent re-
duction)) the values range from o.~8 to 0,52 . Factory-annealed al~jnum­
monel and Inconel gave va2.ues of 0.34 und 0.28, respecti vely . At ilJ.ter-
mediate cold reductlons, values as 10-vl' as 0.34 Were obtainedj, .... her6as at 
greater cold reductions tne values ranged froD! 0.40 for monel tubing to 
0.51 for Inconel tubing. Minor fluctaatiolls cf -t·his ratio might be at-
tributed to the expe"-.'imental error of measur3ments. 
POissones ratio obtained by mea suring the ratio of unit lateral con-
traction to unit lo.r.gitudinal extensio_ for an elastic isotropi c metal 
will be found to be about 0 .3, (See reference 30.) Su.ch a Ilwtal, there-
fore, will expand in volume u..Tlder tensile stress. A value of 0.5 obtained 
from such measurements would indicate that no vol1..un.e change was 0btained 
by extensi on. Lead, with a measured value for J..L of 0)+5, approaches 
this conii tion. In the present t ests, howev3:r, vihere Poisson~ s ratio :La 
calculated in terms of reeasured values cf tension and shear elastic moduli 
ci' structural metals J an appreciable deviation of the ee'ecti ve value of 
Poisson f s ratio from that obtai.ned for the a.nnealed metal "iould indicate a 
corresponding degree of anisotropy of the metal. (See reference 30.) 
Thus, "it b extsns:'ton of annealed tubins, and with cold reduction, produc-
tion 0-:: anisotropy is indicated by the rise of the values of Poisson~s 
ratio obtained. It would be expected that the metals b6ca:m.e anisotrop ic, 
OYTing to th3 production of preferred orienta.tion, and to the prodllr.:tion of 
inter:w.l str ess having directional :?yopertles. Likewise, a removal of 
anisot ropy is obtained with seft annealing. 
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From value.s of the shear moauluB ottained. upon 18:8 Cr-Ni steel tub-
ing, TC, and the tiensLm modulus obtained upon 18~ 8 Cr-.Ni steel rod, 
DM, values of POisE:ol1 Y s ratio Here calculated by use of equa tion (6). It 
was then possible tc determine the vartation of Poissonis rat.io with ex-
tension of the soft-annealed alloy. 
FiGure 63 ShCi'TS t,he va1'j.ation of the tension modulus E, the sbel3.1' 
modulus GJ aLd Poisson 7 s ratio 1-1 ,vi tb extension of annoaled 18: 8 Cr-Ni 
steel. 'rhe modulus CUI'ves are fai::ed th:i..'ough the mean positior.s of the 
experimental values obtained from ea1'lie~ tests (not shovn, see figs. 44 
and 49, respectively). with increase of plastic extension, 1-1 rises from 
an Ini tial value. of 0 .32 reaching a cor"stant value of 0.40 8.fter an exten-
sion of about 12 percent. 'l'he values of 1-1 8 5 and 1-150 are almost con-
stant over tie observed range of prior extension at about 0.32 ancl 0.24, 
res~ectively. 
Tho Ini tial rise of 1-1 vrl th extension coincid.es vTith the initial 
rise of EO . This rise was attributed to the influence of residual inter-
nal etL'ess . That such a rise is nDt evident in the curve of Go may be 
attrilmtecl to the difference in directions of the principal shear stress 
durj ng prior extensi on and dur.i.ng torsion testing. 'fhis d1ffel~ence ivould 
not exist for tens i on testing. Thus, the internal st:cess induced is 
anisotropic in its influence upon subcequently measured ela stic proper-
ties. With appreciable increase in stress during such testing, t.he resid-
ual int.ernal stress would become negligible in comparison wlth the applied 
stress , or it ID3.y become relieved.. The evidence of elastic anisotropy 
would then disappear, as indicated by the lower values obtained for 1-125 
ru1d 1-1 5 0' Such wide variation of 1-1 with stress, which indicates a di-
rectional influence of the internal stress} may also be noted j.n the dIa-
grams for extended !:lonel (fig. 60) , aluminum-monel (fig. 61), and Inconel 
(fig. 62). 
VII. ThTFLUENCE OF M"NEALING TWlPERATL'RE ON THE MODu'"LUS OF 
ELASTICITY OF Iv1ETJ,LS 
Attention will now be 151 ven to the -Jar-iation of the tensile fu"'ld shear 
moduli of elasticity and their linear stress coefficients '\'1i til the temper-
at.ure of annealinG. From stress-strain and stl'ess-set curves obtained on 
specimens aru1ealed at various temperatures, values Were obtained of the 
n:odulus of elasticity at zero and at elevated stresses, and of its l inear 
stress coefficient, CO, 
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1. Influence of Annealing Tempe:r'ature on the Modulus of Elasticity and. It3 
U.near Stress Coefficient for Cold-Worked Nonferrous Metal Rod and Tubing 
Figure 50A shows the variation of the tensile modulus of elasticity 
and its linear stress coefficient, for cold-ell'awn nickel rod (R) spec~.men6 
arUlealed at varj.ous temperatures, the proof stress values of which are 
Given in figure 23A. 
There is little va.riation of the modulus for annealing temperatures 
ranging between room temperature and 11000 F. At higher temperatures, 
there is a marked. lmfering of the modulus. The linear stress coefficient 
of the modulus, CO, decreases with increase of annealing temperature) 
and the value is zero for temperatures of 7000 F and greater; this means 
that the modulus does not vary appreciably with stress for anncali~3 tem-
peratures above 700~ F. 
The horizontal course of the modulus curve throughout the lower tem-
perature range may be attributed to a balance of influence of the several 
factors affecting this property. The sudden drop of the modulus '..rithin 
the recrystallization range (above 11000 F) may be attributed to the COlli·-
bined dominant influences of relief of internal stress and the change of 
crystal orientation from preferred octahedral [111J along the specimen 
axis to a random distribution. 
Figure 51A shows the variation of the tensile modulus of elasticity 
E and its linear stress coefficient, CO, with annealing temperature for 
cold-reduced nickel tubing TRE. Proof stress curves for these specimens 
are given in figure 24B. With increase of annealing temperature up to 
about 11000 F, the tensile modulus shmls little change. Wi th increase 
above 11000 :F' a marked a.ecrease of the modulus is found , probably due 
largely to removal of preferred orientatlon. A high -falue of Co is 
obtained at an armealing temperature of 1200° F, low values being ob-
tained at all other temperatures . The reality of the high value of Co 
may be questioned, since the stress range over which strain is measured 
is small (see fig. 24B), thus lowering appreciably the accuracy of deter-
mining this index. The variation of the modulus 'lith anneaHng tempora-
ture for cold-reduced nickel tubing is similar to that obtained for the 
cold-drawn rod. The modulus values obtained with the tubing are some,,,hat 
greater than vlith the rod, ovling probably to the greater degree of cold 
work and hence a greater amount of preferred orientation, obtained with 
the tubing. 
In figure 55A are plotted values of the shear modulus and its linear 
stress coefficient CO, obtained upon the tubular nickel specimens an-
nealed at various temperatures. Proof stress v8.lues for these specimens 
are plotted in figure 28B. vii th increase of am.ealing temperature, the 
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shea.r modulus G exhibits a. small sharp rise between 11000 and 12000 F, 
followed by a larger drop with further increase in temperature. Possibly 
the sharp rise is due to :removal of preferred orientation; the subse'luent 
drop cannot be explained. Hcwever, for the 14000 F annealing temperature, 
the small range of stress over which strain 1s measured (see O.l-percent 
proof stress, fig. 28B), does not permit an accurate determination of the 
shear modulus. The sevel'al factors affecting E are in apparent balance 
for annealing temperatures below 11000 F. There is no regular variation 
f the linear stress coeffic ient of the shear modulus, CO, vIi th increase 
of annealing temperature; the magnitude of co is generally amall. 
With increase of the temperature of annealing cold-drawn monel rod-G 
(fig. 52A), up to 11000 F, there is little Y£..riatio!'l. of the tensile modu-
lus EO; a small drop of the modulus occurs at higher temperatures. ~ 5' 
Es 0, and E:t 00 rise rapidly with tempel'ature from low values obtained 
"rith the cold-·dre.wn metal (100 0 F), nearing the value of EO at 6500 F. 
Proof stress values for these specimens are given in figure 23B. With 
increase of the temperature of annealing cold-reduced monel tubing TGD 
(fig. 53A), the modulus E shows ~ittle variation over the whole range, 
Proof 'stress values for these specimens are given in figure 24A. Evi-
dently the several factors affecting the tensile modulus, EO, are in 
approximate balance with elevation of the 8.P~ealing temperature. The high 
value of Co for both cold-drawn red (fig. 52A) and cold-reduced tubing 
(fig. 53A) is commensurate with the '~ide spread of modulus values for 
these metals. Co decreases rap~dly with elevation of annealing tempera-
ture. This decrease may be attributed to relief of internal stress. 
With increase of 8.I'~ealing temperature for cold-reduced monel tubing 
TGD (fig. 56), the shear modulus G sh0\01s little variation wit.h anneal-
ing temperature, ind.icating that the various factors are in approximate 
balance. With increase of al~~aling temperature the linear stress coeffi-
cient of the shear modulus, CO, oscl1lates about low values, reaching 
zero at 14000 F. 
With increase of annealing temperature, the tension modulus E for 
colo.-red.uced aluminum-monel tubing THe (fig. 53B) ris8s gradually, reach-
ing a maximum at 1075:) F. At higher temperatures EO decreases. The 
initial rise of E is due to the dominant i~~luence of relief of work-
hardening effects; whereas reorient.ation occurring during recrystalliza-
tion produces the subse'luent lowering of the modulus. A high initial 
value of the linear stress coefficient of the teusion mod.ulus, Co for 
the cold.-reduced metal (1000 F) is cClllIll8nsurato with the large varlation 
of the te;'1sion modulus with stress; both intlicate the presence of inter-
nal stress. Wi th increase in temperature Co decreaE:es owing to in:'er-
nal stress relief. 
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Wi th inm'ease in the temperature of annealing alum:l.num-monel tubing 
(fig. 57), the shear modulus of elasticity, G, exhibits a gradul'l.l rise. 
ThiLl rise may be attributed to the combined d0:minant influence of the re-
moval of lattice expansion effect.s, and to recr;y stallization . 'l'hc l i near 
stress coefficient of the shear modulus Co for aluminum-monel tubing 
exhi bits a g::meral decrease with increase of annealing tem}>erature , mving 
to relief of internal stress; the absolute value is small. 
Figure 50B shows the variation of the tensile modulus E and its 
linea~C' stress coefficient, CO, with the temperature of annealing cold-
draw'll Inconel rod L; the proof stress values for this specimen are 
gi ven in figu:1:'e 26A. Setting asid.e te!lIJ?0rarily the values obtained in 
the early tests on cold-drawn rod., there is indicated a gradual rise of' 
the tension modulus 'vi th increase of annealing temperature up to 1100° F, 
f'ollmved by a rapid decrea se to va.lues sOIlle't,hat below that for the cold-
dl'aim metal. The gradual rise may be attributed to the dominance of re-
lief of lattice expansion, the subse~uent lowering to recrystallization, 
that is, reorientation from a preferred to a random distribution. 
The linear stress coefficient of the modulus, Co (fig. 50B), gives 
generally low values over the i,hole temperature range (iB1loring results 
of early tests), except for a single high value at 14500 F. No great 
significance should be attached to this sip..gle high value, conSidering 
the emall stress range over which strain was measured on this specimen 
(O.l-percent proof stress, fig. 26A). 
The high value of EO and Co B~d the associated large variation 
of the modulus with stress, as obtained in the early tests on cold-drawn 
Inconel L (fig. 50B) ir-dicate a dominant influence of the contained in-
ternal stress. As noted above, the specimens tested later, both cold-
drmm and annealed, exhibited lower values of CO, indicating a reduced 
amount of internal stress. 
In review, when severely cold-drawn Inconel is permitted to rest a 
long period (in this case, over 3 years) both relief of intern,al stres s 
and some softening occurs. Internal strese relief dominates in raising 
the I01.,er proof stresses and in lowering EO and. CO . Softening} or 
relief of lattice expansion, dominates in decreasing the upper proof 
stresses. Subsequent annealing within the streo.s-relief annealing range 
causes further internal stress relief .Thich dom:i.nates in raising all 
proof stresses and also causes further relief of lattice expansion, 
which dominates in r a ising the mod.ulus. 
With increase of the temperature of annealing cold-reduced Inconel 
tubing TLC up to 11000 F the tensile modulus E r1s es gradually owing 
to the dominant effect of removal of lattice expansion. With further 
increase of temperature, the modulus drops rapidly, owing to 
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recrystalli 7. at ion, or removal of preferred orientation. The linear shess 
coef l' ] cient oj:' the tension modulus, CO, is small, and. shows no signj.fi-
cant variation ",i th tempel'atllre. 
Wi th increase of the telJrperature of anns9.ling cold-reduced Inconel 
turlng TLC (fig. 5513), ther e i s obtaj.ned a grad.ual elevation of the shear 
modnlLw o",ing to the combined domJnan-L Influe·nce of' r elief of lattice 
expans i on and recrystallizat j on. 'l'he linea r stress coefficient of the 
shear modulus, CO, is small over the whol e annea ling terul)erature range 
for Inconol (fie. 5513) and ShO"T6 no regula~' variation. 
4 Influence of Annealing ox' Il'emilering Temperature on the 
Modulus of Elastlci ty of Str.~inless Steels 
Figure 52B shovTs tho variation of the tensi on rnoduluB E and its 
linear stress coefficient Co with tempering temperature for air- hardened 
13: 2 Cr-Ni steel; the proof stress values for these specimens are sho -Tn in 
figure 2613. For air -cooled and furnace-cooled speCimens , these varia.tions 
are slight. Ap:pal'ently, no single factor i s domtnant in this r ange. Sin-
gle high values of EO and Co are o·btained, however, for the as-received 
metal. Since this metal had been hot-·rolled. prior to the "anr:.ealing" 
treatment, evidently some of the defo~~tion texture ren~i~ed. It is be-
lieved sllch a texture would contai n dooecahedra l C 110J orientation a long 
the specimen axis. Heating up to 1'7500 Ii' ,"Tould cause complete recrystalli-
zation, a.,d thus give a lower value of the tent"d on modulus and its linea r 
stress coeffici.ent. 
The tension modulus of elasticity of half-hard 18:8 Cr-Ni steel rod, 
DM, rises with increase of annealing tempel'ature (fig. 54A) over the 
raDge indicated. Proof stress values for these specimens are s hol-Tn in 
figure 2'7A. Evi dently , relief of lattice expansion dominates over the 
ent l re range in causing this rise of E. Some of this rise, however, may 
be ~ue to a change of crystal orientation from predOminantly cubic to 
rand. om distribution. The 44-hour annealing time at 4820 F did not cause 
ar.y significant change of EO or Co from the values obta ined. upon the 
specimen annealed 1 /2 hour a t )000 F . 
Figure 54B shows the variation of the tensile modulus E, and its 
linear stress coefficient, CO, '·Tit h annealing temperature, as measured 
at _1100 F (-78.50 c). There is a general lncr ase of the tension modu-
lus with annealing temperature, simi lar to that obtained. in figure 5) tA 
at room temper.'3.ture. The mudulus yg,luee measured 3.t 1m., t empel'ature, 
however, ara somel1hat higher than the room t emperature values, over ·I:;hs 
entira range . Somewhat greater values of the linear stl'ess cueff icient 
of the modulus ,.,ere obtat ned at lOYl temperatures; the absolute va lues of 
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Co in figures 54A and 54B are 8:m:'l.11 so that their apparent variations 
cannot be considered sign ificant. A simil ar variation of the tens ion mod.-
ulu8 ,.,ith annealing tew,perature J and with Imrer j.ng of test tempera t ure, 
'iUS also obtained with seve~C'ely cold-dra'ffi 18: 8 Cr-Ni stee l r od . (See 
ref'el'ence 3.) 
Figure 58 shmTs the variat.ion of the shear modulus of elasticity, 
G, a.nd its linear stress coeffi cient, CO ., with the tenwc!'ature of an-
neali ng 18:8 Cr-Ni steel tub i ngj Te. There is an almost continuous in-
crea se of the modulus with tElmperature, over the ::-.'ange shmffi, owing to 
domt nance of relief of latti ce expansion. Considerable fluctuation of 
the value of Co is obta inea.; the ma.gni tude of' thes e values, however, is 
smal.l , and thus calUlot be consid.ered signtficant. 
5. Influence of Annealing 'l'emper ature on POis son I s Rat i o 
for Va rious Metals 
It wtll also be of interest to conslder any changes in isotropy of a 
worlc-ha l 'dened metal caused by variation of annealing temperatur e. Such a 
stud;y is obtained by calculating Foisson~s ratio, from corresponding 
curves of variation of tens i le and shear moduli with annealing tempera-
ture . 
Figure 64 shows the vari ation of the tension and shear moduli and of 
tIle derived value of Pois80n~s ratio ~, with the temperature of anIlsal-
ing cold-reduced nickel tubing, THE. Values obtained with fully annea led 
nickel tubing TRF are also used in plottinG these curves. Experimenta l 
modulus values were replotted frJm figures 5lA and 55A. Smooth curves are 
fail'ed through the mean posi tiona of the eJr,Peri mental points. 
Poisson t S ratio ~ for nickel shows negligible varis.tion wHh i n-
crease of ann ealing temperature up to 1100° F. Above this temperature, ~ 
decreases rapidly. This decrease may be attributed prinCipally to t he 
change of crystal orientation from a preferl'ed to a random di s tribut i on. 
Figure 65 shows the varia tion of the tensile modulus E, the shear 
modulus Gy and POisson!s ratiO, ~, wlth a~Dealin8 temperature for 
cold-reduced reonel tubing TGD. The modulus curves are reproduced from 
figures 52A and 56, respectively. With increase of annealing temperature, 
Poiseon's ratio first decreases , and then increases. The actual vari ati on 
is small and may be within the limits of experimenta l error. There evi·· 
dently is an approximate balance between the various factors t hat lnfJ.u-
ence POisson ~ s ratio. The maximum cold work imparted to thi s ilLa.rmealed 
tubing was not so great as that imparted t o other met a l s , 
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Poirson!s ratio for cold-reduced. 6,lUlll..inum-monel (fig. 66) and. Inc0nel 
(fig. 67) tubJng varles with ar..n.6al.:ng temperature in a Dllmner simiJ.1.r to 
tLat for nickel tnbirlg (fig. 64). This "propert~r Sh01'lS little chanee with 
increase of ruu1ealing "':ielllpf3rllture up to :uOOo F. lPor higher annealillB 
tem.l;)eratures, IJ. for these metals drops rapidly owi:..1g to thE; ramo'Tal of 
preferred orientation. Both of tr )se lnetals had. been severely co!d-
reduced (table 3) te:':'Ol.1e annealing a.nd te";ti!!6. 
Figure 68 shows the variaUon of the ten~ior~ modulus E, the shear 
modulus G, al1.o. POi!3son I s ratio il wi ~h the tCIrrperature of annealing 
cold-drawn 18: 8 Cr-Ni steel. The mod'llue cur-re'" are faired t.hrough the 
mean posi tiona of +.he points obtai-nee in sa.rlier tosts . ,See figs. 54 
and 58, respecti vel;y .) 
Wi th increase of ~ealir,g ten~eX'['.ture from room t,e~erature to 
10000 F, therf3 is no s1gr.j.ficant vD.11i.<;tf:,ion of fL(' or Il:s 0; theso ti-TO 
curves al'e nearly coincident. v!l th £' ,u ·thor increase, Ilo rises from a 
value of 0.22 to abcut 0.31 at 1800u E', Tile relief of internal stress 
which occUY's in the lower tElmpent'lrD range obviously dces not affect 
Pciscon ~ s rat:..o. (rhe inter·r..al st1.'ess :i.nduced by cold drawing apparently 
is ~sOGl'o:pic jn He effect; in c01d=-drav!::"ng tubing and rod, t he directions 
of the plar..es of mBJdmum. shear will tend. to be vlidely distributed. 
The eventual rise of Il with arJ1lealinc temperature is attri buted to 
anotber cause. Ai·ter severe cold deformation of 18: 8 Cr-Ni steel rcd, as 
obtained wi-:'h the cold-drawn alloy, the lcvT value cf EO (fig. 541\.) can 
be attributeo. in part to the producticn of preferred cubic [lOOJ orienta-
tion parallel to the s, ecimen axis, such as OCClITS in some face-c~nt8red. 
cntic metals. A low value of the shear modulus is not, ebtained with ccld-
drawn stainlecs st.eel tubing. (Sso fig. 58.) Hence, Poissonos ratlo for 
cold-drawn alloy will oe lower than the value o"...lt<>:"ned with annealed 
a} loy. Therefore, rocr;rs~alliza~ion of the celc.-dra''ln alloy 8:.Jould in-
crease the value of POiesonvs ratio. It was shovln earlier that POissonts 
ratio for cold-,w:l:'ked nickel, aluminum·-monel, aI:d Inconel tubing decree,ses 
within the recryrtallizat:ton rangs; in these metals cold work produces 
preferred octa.hedral [lllJ orientati on a2..ong the cpeciDlcn axis . 
CONCLUSIONS 
The follmfing conclUsions apply to all the metals tes"':.eo, excep"':. as 
indicated. , 
1. An i ncomplete vie'" of the ter..:Jile elastj.c properties of a metal 
is obtained by cor_sidering either t:e otrcss-strain or stress-set r ela-
tionship alone. Consideratlon should be 8i ven to both relat:i ::>nships . 
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2. In a study of elastic properties, considoration should be 
given to the time schedule followed during test. In the present in-
vestigation, rueasvrements were made only after ho~dinL each load for a 
period of 2 minutes. This permitted the positive or negative creGp to 
reach a very low rate , enabling both accurate, and sensitive strain and 
set measurements to be made. 
3. Positive and negative creep occur during cyclic stressing of a 
specimen, even ",hen well within the elastic limit of the metal, so as to 
g:lve st:cess-straln characteristics of the form of hysteresis loops. The 
permBnent set produced dUT'ing each cycle, which prevents closure of the 
leop, diminished with continued cyclic stressing over a fixed load 
range; there is an accompanying decrease of loop .,idth . Permanent set 
nnd loop width may be te~~orarily increased by increase of prior rest 
interval or cycle time. Complete c~osure of hysteresis loops would be 
oxpected only after many thousands of stress cycles . 
4. The making of successive stress-strain and stress-set curves up-
on a single speCimen, with intervening extension spacing and rest 
intervals, gave elastic property values much influenced by these 'two 
variables. A plot of anyone of these elastic properties versus 
total extension often gave curves having many wide abru})t oscillations 
superposed upon more gradual wave I l ks CUl'ves. The "rI de oscillations 
aTe generally associated "Ti th variation of the rest intervals and the 
extension spaCing, which greatly affect the positive and negative creep 
-and the amounts of induced internal stress. The forms of the more 
gradual basic curves are determined by certain fundamental factors 
enumerated belm.;. 
5. Wi th extension of soft-~lnnealed metals, the basic tensile or 
shear proof stress-extension CUl"VeS exhibited either an initial de-
crease or a slow rise, followed at greater extensions by a steeper rise . 
The most rapid initial decrease tends to occur in the curves correspond-
ing to the smaller values of set; the subsequent rise is most rapid in 
the curves corresponding to the larger values of set . The general tend-
ency of the basic proof stress-extension curves to rise b6cause of the 
lattice expansion or work hru:'.dening is initially diminished, or over-
come, by the lowering effect of tho induced internal stress . The curves 
obtained with annealed tubing in both tension and shear, are devoid of 
much of the oscillation observed in the other curves, because these data 
were obtained by single testa upon a number of specimens 'which had each 
been extended a different amount after annea.ling. 
6. Rest, following extension, tends to cause some slight lm.;ering 
of the tensile proof stresses for the metals tested. This decrease is 
attributed to a dominant effect of a slight softening of the metal. 
This effect was quite evident after a 3-year rest period given some col d-
drawn Inconel rod, after ,delivery. 
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7, The dominant effect of annealing of cold-worked meta ls at int. er-· 
mediate temperatures is an increase of tensile or shear prouf fJ trv88 
due to relief or internal stress. This factor has the greatest effect 
on the proof stresses correspondinc to the lower values of set. 
Anneuling at higher temperature produces relief of l a tt i ce expansion, 
'~_nd consequently a 10w0rtng of all pruof stresses. 
8. The tensile or shear modulus of elasticity may bo derivetl from 
tensjle or shear stress-strajn lines, corrected for permanent set . Since 
the elastic moduli of man~r metals vary with stress, 1. t i 8 conven:l.ent to 
derIve the linea-r stress coefficient CO, of the modulus at zero streBs, 
and moduli at va:!:'ious values of stress. In order to determine the modu·· 
Ius of elasticity more accu:;:ately, the corrected values of ntrain may be 
plotted as deviati.ons fl-om a fixed modulus upon an opun s ca le. F'rom tho 
five proof stresses correuponding to permanent sets of 0.001, 0.003, 
0.01, 0.03, and 0.1 percent, from the modulus at zero stress and at one 
or more elevated stl'esses, and from the linear stress coefficient, CO, 
it is possible to obtain a fairly good plctUl"e of the elastic properti_es 
of a metal in either tenslon or shear. 
9. With incr'ease of extonsion of an annealed metal, the variation 
of the tensile or shear modulus j s determ:i ned by the rela tivE; influences 
of throe factors; namely, internal stress, lattlce expansion, and cryst a l 
reorientatton. With variation of the temperature of an,''leal i ng a cold-
wOl'ked metal, the modulus is likewise dependent upon the relative influ-
011ce of these three funda'llental factors. Such influence will differ for 
the sev ral metals tested. 
The various meta.ls d i ffer somei-That in the form of the curves ob-
tained showing the var iation of the modu.lus with extension, cold_ reduc·-
tion and annealing temperature. Such tension and torsion modulus curves 
for a single met a l a re likewise not similar in form. 
10. With extension of annealed nickel rod or tubtng or copp t;;; r rod, 
the tension modulus, EO, initially decreases ehar~ly to a minimur~, 
ri.sing at greater extensions at a gradually decreasing rate . After 
aI)preclable deformation, a s obtained with cold reduction cf nickel tu1)-
ing,a more pronounced ris8 of the tensile modulus occurs. 
With tensile extension of annealed monel rod or tUbing, or with 
cold reduction of monel tubing, the tens:i.on modulus EO shows little 
variation. Likewise, lit tle variation of EO is obtained with exten-
sion of annealed Inconel tubing. With initial extension of aluminum-
monel tubing , EO is found to rise sharpl y, with no apprec~LabJ.e -mr1a -
tions occurring ().t greater extensions. With extension of annealed 
Inconel rod, EO rises sha:cpJ.y and then decreases more gradually, riG-
ing again slightly only at large extensions . 
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At large cold reductions of both aluminum-monel an<l Inconel tub ins , 
a sharp rise of the modulus, EO' is obtained. 
11. With extension of unnealed 13:2 chromium-n1clcel steel rou, the 
tenoion modulus EO d.ecreases gradually, reaching a minimum at beginn1ng 
local contraction. 
With extension of annealed 18:8 chromium-nickel stoel rod, EO' 
initially rises slie.htly to a 'maximum, and then decreases at a fairly 
constant rate over t.he remai ning r8Ilge of' uniform extens:.on. 
12. With extension of annealed nickel and aluminum-monel tu"bing, tre 
shear modulus, GO' shaWL Ii ttle variatj.on. Hi th extension of annealed 
monel, Inconel, and 18 :8 Cr .. Ni steel t ubing, GO decre:.lses steadily. 
lVi th increasing co.ld re(luction of monel and nickel tubing, GO rises 
to a maximum at intermediate reductiollS and thon decreases at g,reater re-
ductions. Hi th increasing cold reduction of aluminum·-monel and Inconel 
tubing, a steady decrease of GO is evident. 
13. With increase of the temperat1..u'e of annealing cold-,-rorked nickel 
or monel rod or tubing, over the stress-relief anneal1ng range, there is 
obtained. little variation of the tension modulus EO. Over a similar 
temperature range, the tension modluus EO, for cold-reduced Inconel rod 
and tubing, and aluminum·-monel tubing rises. Iii thin the recrystallization 
range, however, EO decreases some'What for all the above motals except 
monel tubing. Higher values of EO are obtained with factory-annealed 
than laboratory-annealed tubing. 
Air-hardened 13:2 Cr-Ni s~ee1 exhibits little variation of the ten-
sion modulus, EO' with tempering temperature. These values are some-
"That le88 than obtained with the factory- annealed metal. With increase 
of the temperature of all...Tlealing cold-drawn 18:8 Cr-Ni s·teal, the tension 
modulus increases at a steady rate. 
14. Little variation of the shear moduluS' GO is obtaj.ned "Ti th 
increase of the temperature of annealing cold-reduced nickel and monel 
tubing. A steady rise of GO is obtained, hmvever, with increase of the 
temperature of annealing cold-reduced aluminum-monel, Inconel, and 18:8 
Cr-Ni steel tubing. 
15. The linear stress coefficient of the tension modulus, CO, fm' 
annealed nickel, aluminum-monel, and 111conel rod and. tubing and for 
annealed monel and 18:8 Cr-l'Ti steel rod rises to maxiJnum, and then 
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(leCl'eases, dmh1B 8xtensioD, Hith extenojon of m, nel tubtng and 13:~: Cr-
Hi fJteel rod, no s5.gnUicant v:'l.l'in.ti0n of Co occuro. With extension 
of annealed copper rod) Co drops raridly to a small value. 1{i th cold 
redllction of ruonel and ni.ckel tubillg, Co rises t.o a muximnm at inter-
mediate reduction::: , and then decreases. 
16. The]j neal' stress coefficient of' the shem' moclulus, CO) riaes 
to ruaxlmum values lri th exte:.lsion of annealed nic}cel, monel, aluminwn·· 
monel, and Inconel tu·tDng. No signH :icant variat:i.on of Co 1s obtained 
vi th cold. reduction of these motals. 
17. With incl'ease of the temperature of aIlllealing ni.ckel and mOIlel 
rod and monel and. alumi l.ll.l1n--lllonel tubing, there is attained a decrease of 
the l inen' stress coeffic j.ent of the tens ion modulus. Tlli s decrease 
obviously corl'8sponds to a decrea.se in Variation of the tension modulus 
with stress . 
Wi th increase of tho tODlpcrature of annealing monel and alwninum·· 
monel tubing, the 11n80r stress coefficient of the shear modulus l ike·· 
vrise decreanes. The diagrams for the rernaintnc; metals slIm·, no s1gntficant 
variation of these coefficients with anneaHnc temperature. 
18. An increase of internal stress tends to produce a rj.se of t.he 
tension and. shear moduli at ze:co stress for metals. It evidently is domi-
nant during inl. tJ al extension of annealed alumi.num-m':mel t lb.ing and an-
nealed I11conel rod, in callsing a rise of EO . It probably alf30 is domi-
nant in -producing the ris8 of EO and GO vTith inter-mediate cold re-
duction of n :i.ckel and monel tubing, It likcvTise :L8 dOIlLinant tn affecting 
a rise of the linear stress coefficj ents of tensile and shear modll1i 
du.ring initial extonsion of 13. nUIliber of the metals tested. The wide v&rla-
tion of the tension and shear moduli vTi th stress} and the aesociated large 
values of Co obtained. upon some unannealed cold-Horked metals may be 
associated with tho pi.'esencc of internal stress. Tho high values of .Ji;O 
obtained upon factory-annealed. aluminum-monel and Inconel tubJng, and 13:2 
Cr-Ni steel rod, probs.bly can be attributed to tho internal stress pro-
duced during finishing. 
19. The 1vork-hardening 01' lattice expansion of metals , as differ-
entiated from changes of crystal orientation, tenels to cause a decrcasc 
of both tensile and shear moduli. The decreastl of the tension modulus 
wHh initial extension of nickel, copper, and 13:2 Cr-Ni steel probably 
can be attributed to the domtmmt effect of lattice expansion. The drop 
of EO at greater extensions for annealed Incon()l and 18 :8 Cr-Ni steel 
rod, as well as the continuous dr.)p of' the shef.l.r modulus GO vith 
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extens 1 0n of annealed 18:n Cr-Ni steel tubing nwy be attributed to this 
fac t or. 
The rise within the stress relief annealing ranGe of tho tension 
and shear modllli of aluminum··monel, rncone1, and 18:8 Cr-Nl steel prob-
ably is due to the removal of the lattice expansion of these metals. 
20 . A chD,nge of crystal orientation IJf IDF1ny metal cryotals, l)ctw'een 
states of preferred ancl rand om <ilstrHmti0n, will tend to change the 
values of tensile and. shear moduli. [:\uc11 v:-.tr.iation of the modulus is 
dependent not only upon the percentage of' the crystals affected, but aleo 
upon the dJ.rectional variatJon (Ii' th.e modulus of a crystal of the metal 
concernod. 
vlith cold ooform."ltion of some face-centered. cubic metals, there is 
prod.uced. a p::ceferro(l octalH:)Ct.rf:J.l [11:g orientation, which tends to in-
crease the tensile I!lodulus and to <l.ecrease the shear mod.ulus. Such a 
change 1s dominnnt in the rise witli extension and cold reduction of 
nickel, with extensj.on of copper, ana. "With lurse cold reductions of 
a luminum-monDI and Inconel tubing. The rapid drop at la.rge def ormat j.ollB 
of the shear modulus of niCKol, 8.11.Jraj.nu.m.-miJncl) r.:md. InconeJ. tu'~ing may 
be a ttributed in part to cOI1jnf.!IJ(;o of' 'Lhts facto.L'~ 
':'he rapid. docrease of the tem:;ioll modulu8 EO at l arge exteD3iona 
of annealed 18 :8 Cr-Nl steel) however, may possnJ.y be attributei in 
part to the (lomin~1nt effeet of production 01' preferred cuM.C [100 J 
orJentation. 
DeformaUon of annealed 13:2 Cr-Ni steel, J8 believed to p::coouce e. 
preferred dodecahedral [llOJ oX'ientation of this rneta_l. Any such che...nge 
evidently docs I)Ot have a dominant effect upon tho varJation of the 
modulus of thlG me ta.I. 
With soft annoa.l:i ng, the lOvTerlng of the tensile moduH of nickel, 
alUll"inum-monel, and Inconel may be attril)uted to tho domlnant affect of 
removal of pl'efcrred octahedral [ lllJ orj ent·').tion, Soft annealing of 
cold- dravrn 18 :8 Cf'-IH steel, hovTevor, tende to raise the tensJ,le molulus, 
p08sHly becauoe of the removal of' prefe::cr-ed cub ic [ lOOJ o::cj entat;ion, 
l'he fact that variations of thE; tensil8 and ehoar modd.i are loeB 
for monel th.an for nj.ckcl or copper fJu[5Cests t11at the diroct: onal 
variation of these moduli are les6 in a cryrtal of' monel than in rdtr,.:; r 
niclreJ. or coppel', Poss bly e. o1milar :relat1olll:;hiIJ may be found. :Je t,;:een 
other alloys alld. t~lei.r. constituent meta~s. 
21 . Poisson~EJ .ratio; 11, as cc~ctllated f 'rOD'l te:'lstl e 01'" Bhe),r moduli J 
will be affected only by those factors which prod.uce an:;'sotror.Y 'tri thL1 a 
metal. 
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With extension of monel, aluminum-monel, Illconel, and 18:8 Cr-Ni 
steel, PoiGeon~s ratio 11 0 rJses. IN.ring prior extension, the direction 
of the principal shear stresues will be the same as durip..g s ubsequent ten-
sion testing, but not during 8ubsequellt tors i on t esting. The int~rnal 
streeses produced duri ng prior extension th0refore tend. to raise the ten-
sion modulus to a (SI'eater extent than the tOl'slon modulus is r ai sed; it 
is anisotropic in its effec t. The lar.Ge var::"ation of 11 wi th stress, 
duri ng extensi.on of those metals , probably l ikewise is cilJ,e to this effect. 
HO'\.;E)ver, the internal stress prociuced during small cold reductions 
evidently tends to be isotro:pic tn its effect apon subsequently measured 
properti e s. 
22. '\olith large cold reductions , a.s obtained with nickel, aluminum-
moneJ, and Inconel tubing, there is ob tai ned. a marked rise of Poisson's 
ratio tJ.; monel tubing l':'ke'I'Tiso sl1m .. s a small rise of tJ. wi th cold 
r6d'1.ction. T1118 r ise is cluG to tho product.ton of' preferred octahedral 
[lllJ orientation i n these metals, 1-.hieh affects tens He and. shear 
moduli in an opposite manner. The crye.tal orienta.tion f actor therefore, 
Hkewise is anisot ropi C: in i t s effect. On the other hand, Poiss')nfs 
rEttio, 11 for cold- drawn 18:8 Cr-Ni steel is very low owing to the pro-
duction of preferred. cubic [ .100 J or:l.entat· on. 
23. Wi th soft annealing of nirkel, aluminum-monel, and Inconel tub-
ing, there is obtaln.ed a o.ecrease of ~, owing t o the removal of pre-
fen'ed orientation; ,·,here8s soft armealing of 18 :8 Cr-Ni steel causes a 
rise of 11. Colcl-reduced monel show's no apprecIable Variation of 11 
wi th annealing temperature, due in pa:ct proba.bly to its lesser degr ee of 
cold work of thi s mob.l, and in part to the omall directional Variation 
of the modulus for a crystal of this alloy. 
An a.ppreciable variation of POisson's ratio from its value in the 
annealed state give s evidence of anisotropy prod.uced wi thin a metal. 
Because POisson's raMo is very sensitive to small changes of either the 
tensile or shear moduli, only larse variat.ions of 11 calculated by the 
method used. 1n this investigation can be considered significant. 
24 . ''''1 th lowering of test tempel~ature to _1100 F for 18:8 Cr-Ni 
steel, a general increase of both tensile proof stress and modulus of 
elasticity is obtained.. Such elevation occurs throughout the annealing 
temperature ranGe investigated. 
25. There h9.ve been evaluated, for the various metals tested, the 
tensile-shear proofl st'l'eS8 ratios for O.l-percent set and the work-hard-
ening rates in tension and in shear. The tensile-sheax proof stress 
value for cold-drawn metals is found to be less than for annealed metals 
or for metals severely work··hardened by the tube-reducer method. The 
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.- rate of work· hardeninG of a metal determines the ra.te of rise a.t the O. J-
rercer.t proof stress. This rate is greatest for annealed copper and 
nj.ckel and least for armes,l d 1110nel and aluminum-monel. 
Nat4.on·ll Bureau of Standards , 
Washington) D. C., Ap~il 1945. 
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I 
m 
~ 
Metal 
Nickel rod 
Nickel tubing 
Monel rod 
lionel. tubing 
Aluminum-monel 
tubing 
Inconel rod 
Inconel tubing 
Copper rod 
13:2 Cr-lfl steel. 
rod 
Annealed 18:8 
Cr-Ni steel. rod. 
Co1d-drawn 18:8 
Cr-lil steel rod 
18:8 Cr-Hi steel 
tubing 
-
De- Diameter or 
sig- Dimensions 
na- as received 
tion Cin. ) 
R 0.625 
TR 1 x 0.085 
G 0.875 
TG 1 x 0.085 
TH 1 x 0.085 
L 0.5 
TL 1 x 0.085 
N 0.875 
E .875 
DA .625 
III .625 
TC 1 x 0.1 
Table 1.- Cheudcal Compositions. 
Gage 
Dismeter Chemical Composit1on (percent) 
(rn) C Fe Ni Cu Cr Mn Al 
0.417 0.07 0.08 99.49 0.03 - 0.24 -
-
.04 .05 99.53 .04 - .28 -
.500 .18 1.24 Dif'f. 24.86 - .94 -
- .13 1.49 67.64 29.70 - .96 -
-
.1.6 0.33 66.42 29.68 -- .25 2.80 
.333 .23 5.3 Dif'f. - 13.2 - -
-
.08 6.40 79.33 0.15 13.64 .20 -
.500 - - - 99.97 - - -
.500 • 09 Dif'r • 2.08 - 13.3 .48 -
.417 .07 DUr. 8.63 - 18.22 .44 -
.417 • 10 Dif'f • 9.38 -- 18.82 .47 -
-
• 07 Diff • 10·4 -- 18.5 - -
P S 
- 0.005 
-
.005 
-
.007 
-
.005 
-
.005 
- --
-
.Oll. 
- -
- -
0.012 .018 
.015 --
- -
81 
0.08 
.03 
.10 
.0; 
.33 
-
.17 
-
.26 
.50 
.35 
-
~ 
~ 
> 
~ 
z 
z: 
o 
..... 
..... 
o 
o 
NACA TN No. 1100 
Table 2.- Thermal Treatments of Rod Materials. 
Treatment Specimen Temper- Tim~1 Temper Time 
!.&aterial As Received DAsirnation ature Held Cooled In ature Held Cooled In 
,. (OF) (hrs) (OF) (hrs) 
R - -- As received 
R-2 200 2 Furnace 
R-3 300 2 Air 
Nickel Cold drawn R-5 500 2 Furnace 
60 percent R-7 700 2 n 
R-9 900 2 " R-ll 1100 2 n 
R-12 1200 2 It 
R-14 1400 2 " 
G - -- As received 
G-3 300 2 Air 
G-4. 5 450 3 Air 
G-6.5 650 2 Air 
Monel Cold drawn 
..( 
G-8 800 5 Furnace 
40 percent G-9 900 2 Air 
G-9.75 975 2 Air 
c.-n noo 1 Air 
G-12 1.200 2 Furnace 
G-l4 1400 1 Furnace 
r 
L As received 
L As received, 40 months later 
1-2 200 6 Air 
L-3 300 2 Air 
L-4.5 450 3 Air 
Inconel Cold drawn ..( L-6.5 650 2 Air 
L-7.5 750 6 Air 
L-8.5 850 2 Furna ce 
L-9.75 975 2 Air 
L-11 liOO 2 Furnace 
L-14.5 1450 1 Fumace 
L-17.5 1750 2 furnace 
"-
Copper Cold rolled { N As received 75 percent N-6 600 22 Air 
r E 1.240 (a) furnace(a) As received 
E-A ~ (Air As air cooled 
E-A-6 It 600 2' 
E-A-7.5 n 750 3 
E-A-8.5 n 850 2 
13:2 Annealed « E-A-9.5 ~ 1750 1 II 950 2 furnace 
Cr-Ni E-A-ll 
If HOD 1 
n 1200 2 Steel E-A-12 
E-A-14.5 " 1450 1", 
E-F i ~ace 
As furnace cooled 
'- I I 
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Table 2.- Continued. 
Treatment Spec~men Temper- Time Temper- Time 
Material As Received Designation ature Held Cooled In ature Held Cooled In 
-
(oF) (hrsl (oF) (hrs. ) 
Annealed DA As received 
f1lM As received Tested at room and low tem-
peratures 
DM-4.e 480 
'1 Air Tested at room temperature 18a8 DM-5 500 II Tested at room and low tam-
er-Ni ... peratures 
Steel Cold drawn DM-7 700 i " " II II II II II ml-9 900 II II " " " " " DM-IO.25 1025 " Tested at room temperature DM-18.3 18)0 Water Tested at room and low tem-
f-
peratures 
I I 
(a) By manufacturer. 
Table 5.- Work-Hardening Rates(a) for Annealed Metals and Alloys. 
Method of Measuring Material 
and Form Nickel Monel Aluminum- .lnconel Copper .13a", lIr-tu 18~~ Cr-~i 
M.onel steel Steel. 
Tension, rod 1.87 1.30 -- 1.45 2.15 1.43 1.67 
Tension, tubing 1.94 1.32 1.28 1.36 -- - -
Shear, tubing 2.33 1.33 1.15 1.21 -- -- 1.70 
(a) Ratio of O.l-percent proof stress for metal extended to 3 percent equivalent 
reduction to that for unextended metal. 
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Metal 
Nickel 
TR 
Monel 
TG 
Table 3.- Details of ~hermal and Mechanical Treatments of Tubing 
Specimen 
Treatments Received Desig- No. of Annealing Cooled 
MAl'hJll'lir.Jl1 TrA8.t,~~~t, nation Specimens Temperature Time Held In 
(deg. F) (hours) 
"'- TRA 2 As received Cold drawn 10 percent -
Cold drawn 20 percent TRB 2 
--
As received 
Cold drawn 30 percent TRC 2 
--
As received 
Cold drawn 40 percent TRD 2 
. --
As received 
rTRE 2 
--
As received 
TRE-3 2 300 1'\ 
TRE-5 2 500 
Tube reducer TRE-7 2 700 >- 1 Air Tested as annealed 
75 to 80 percent TRE-9 2 900 
TRE-IO 2 1000 
TRE-ll 2 llOO 
~TRE-12 2 1200 
(TRF-14.S r 2 Tested as annealed 
Tube reducer TRF-14.5R-0.5 2 Extended 0.5 percent 
75 to 80 percent TRF-14.5R-l.O 2 
" 
1.0 
" 
normalized at TRF-14.5R-2.0 2 > 1450 " 2.0 " 5000 F TRF-14.5R-3.0 2 
" 3.0 " TRF-14.5R-5.0 2 
" 5.0 " ~TRF-14.5R-IO.0 2 . 11 10.0 
" 
/'. TGA As received Cold drawn 10 percent 2 
--
Cold drawn 20 percent TGB 2 -- As received 
Cold drawn 30 percent TGC 2 - As received tD 2 -- As received TGD-3 2 300 TGD-5 2 500 
TGD-7 2 '(tJ0 )-Cold drawn 40 percentTGD-9 2 900 1 Air Tested as annealed l TeD-IO 2 1000 TGD-ll 2 llOO 
TGD-12 2 1200 
--
Remarks 
--
, 
z 
~ 
o 
~ 
8 
Z 
:z: 
o 
I-' 
I-' 
o 
o 
Table 3a.- Continued. 
Specimen 
Metal Treatments Received Desig- No. of Annealing 
nation ~nPl"im...,~ [Temoerature Time Held 
r 
.... TGE-l4 " 
(deg. F) (hours) 
Monel 2 
TG TGE-14R-O.5 2 
TGE-l4R--l.O 2 
Tube reducer TGE-l4R--2 . 0 2 1400 1 
75 to 80 percent, TGE-14R-3 .0 2 
normalized at 5000 F TGE-l4R-S . O 2 
,TGE-l4R-lO .0 ~ 
Anneal ed TRA 2 As received 
Cold drawn 40 percentTHB 2 As received 
THC 2 As received 
THC-3 2 
300 } THC-5 2 sao 
Tube reducer THC-7 2 700 1 
60 percent THC-9 2 900 
I THC-lO 2 1000 
Alwn- THC-lO.75 2 1075 10 ~ 
inum- .... THC-12.00 2 1200 1 
Monel 
'THD-1S., 2 
TH THD-15.5R-0.5 2 
Tub e reduc er THD-l5 . 5R-1.0 1 
60 percent J ..( 
normalized at 5000 F THD-l5 • 5R-2 .0 2 1550 1 
THD-IS.SR-3.0 2 
THO-l5. 5R-S . O 2 
\.. THD-IS. 5R-lO. 0 2.-
~ 
Annealed TLA 2 -- As received 
Cold drawn 50 per cen;:LB 2 -- As received 
TLC 2 
300 " 
As received 
TLC-3 2 
TLC-5 2 500 
Tube reducer TLC-7 2 700 >-75 - 80 percent TLC-9 2 900 1 
Inconel TLC-11 2 1100 
TL TLC-13 2 1300 
-.!LC-15 2 .LSOO .. 
{ 
Cooled (a{ In Mechanical Treatmen 
r Tested as annealed 
Extended 0.5 percent 
" 
1.0 
" Air " 2.0 " n 3. 0 n 
" 5.0 " 
" 10.0 n \. 
Air Tested as annealed 
Air Tested as annealed 
Oil Tested as annealed 
~-Tested as annealed 
Extended 0.5 percent 
n 1.0 " 
Oil 1\ 2.0 " 
" 3.0 n 
" 5.0 " 
" '-
10.0 
" 
Air Tested as annealed 
Remarks 
Tested in tension 
onJ.y. 
, 
i 
z 
~ 
a 
~ 
t-3 
Z 
Z 
o 
....... 
....... 
o 
o 
Table 3b.- Continued. 
Specimen 
Metal Treatments Received Desig- No. of .Annealing Cooled 
nation S...,E.ecimens Temperature Time Held In 
Incone1( "TLD-l7.5 
(deg. F) (hours) 
2 
TL TLD-17.5R-O.5 2 
TLD-l7.5R-1.0 2 
TLD-l7.5R-2.0 2 
Tube reducer TLD-l7.5R-3.0 2 > 1750 1 Air 
75 - 80 percent, TLD-l7.5R-5.0 2 
normalized at 500o~ TLD-17.5R-IO.0 2 
TLD-17.5R-l7.0 1 
TLD-17. 5R-17 .25 1 
. 
r TC 1 As received 
TC-3 1 
3
D
"} TC-5 1 500 TC-7 1 700 1 Air 
TC-9 1 900 
TC-ll 1 llOO 
r ~ 
TC-13 1 1300"" 
18.8 cr~{CoJ.d-dr'wn TC-19 1 
Ni Steel TC-19R-0.5 1 
TC TC-19R-l.O 1 
TC-19R-2.0 1 >- 1900 ~ 1 Water 
TC-19R-3.0 1 
TC-19R-5.0 1 
TC-19R-10.0 1 
TC-19R-20.0 
I 
~ ~ 
(a) Only nominal extensions ind1cated; for actual values, see diagrams. 
---_." 
Remarks (a{ Mechanical Treatmen 
Tested as annealed 
Extended 0.5 percent 
" 1.0 " 
" 2.0 " 
" 3.0 " 
" 5.0 " 
II 10.0 
" II 17.0 
" 
" I7.~5 " \. 
Tested as annealed 
""Tested as annealed 
II 
" 
II 
Extended 0.5 percent 
" 1.0 II 
" 2.0 " 
" 3.0 " 
" 5.0 II 
" 10.0 " 
" 20.0 I" 
'-
Tested in tension 
only. 
Tested in torsion 
only. 
" " " " 
" " " " 
" 
If If 
" 
" " " " n II II 
" 
" " " 
n 
II 
" 
II. 
" 
" " 
n 
" 
" " " " 
" 
II 
" " 
" 
n 
" " 
" " " " 
" " " " II n 
" " 
" " 
n .. 
I 
z 
» 
o 
» 
>-3 
Z 
Z 
o 
~ 
~ 
o 
o 
J 
___ ~._J 
Time 1n-
Specimen Cycle True Stress Total terval Af-
No. No. Range Cycle ter Pre-
Time ceding 
Cyc.1a 
(lb per in.2)(min. Hhr:min) 
DA-5 1 1.4-75.5xl03 -- ---
2 1.7-75.5 13.0 0:0 
3 1.7-75.5 14.0 0&0 
4 1.7-75.5 10.5 0:0 
5 1.7-75.5 11.0 0:0 
6 1.7-75.5 10.5 0:0 
8 1.7-75.5 8.0 0:0 
35 1.7-75.5 9.0 0:0 
39 1.7-75.5 11.0 OlD 
140 1. 7-75.5 12.0 0:0 
155 1.7-75.5 10.0 24:0 
156 1.7-75.5 9.0 0:0 
157 1.7-75.5 10.0 0:0 
159 1.7-75.5 57.5 0:0 
161 1.7-75.5 10.0 0:0 
l ~ 
DA-3 1 1.4-45.5xlO3 29.0 ----
2 1.5-45.5 16.5 0:0 
3 1.5-45.5 8.5 0:0 
4 1.5-45.5 8.5 0:0 
5 .1.5-45.5 9.0 0:0 
DA-4 1-30 1.5-45.5xl03 1.0 (Avg.)--
31 1.5-45.5 10.0 0:0 
83 1.5-45.5 13.5 0:02 
116 1.5-45.5 10.0 72:0 
118 1.5-45.5 12.5 0:02 
376 1.5-45.5 17.0 0:02 
377 1.5-45.5 13.5 0:02 
388 1.5-45.5 71.0 0:02 
Table 4.- HYsteresis 
Permanent Set 
Strain Loop Due to C cleo i Total Negat1ve Creep at 
Range Width Before Permanent Bo_itom '.I 
Negative Net Set 1 m1n~ 2 min • 3 min. 
Creel! 
( ',C) m l%) 
15.3 -- - 15.00 15.00 - - -
0.424 0.145 0.094 0.086 15.086 0.006 - 0.008 
.366 .092 .038 .034 15.120 .003 - .004 
.349 .076 .022 .018 15.138 .002 - .004 
.346 .074 .023 .015 15.153 .004 - .008 
.345 .069 .018 .0.15 15.168 .001 - .003 
.337 .065 .013 .009 15.187 .003 
-
.004 
.329 .055 .010 .005 15.249 .00) - .005 
.329 .057 .008 .005 15.266 .002 -- .003 
.324 .049 .006 .00) 15.344 .002 - .003 
.353 .067 .032 .027 15.387 .004 - .005 
.331 .054 .008 .004 15.391 .002 -- .004 
.333 .054 .009 .005 15.396 .003 -- .004 
.335 .055 .010 .006 15.404 .002 -- .004 
.)28 .050 .005 .001 15.409 .003 -- .004 
3.36 3.20 -- 3.185 3.185 --- -- --
0.329 0.187 0.166 0.156 3.}41 -- 0.010 --
.232 .092 .06.1 .060 3.401 --- .001 --
.230 .083 .054 .U51 3.452 -- .00,3 --
.221 .084 .036 .U34 3.486 --- .002 --
- - --
3.50 3.50 --- - --
0.224 0.076 0.055 0.052 3.552 --- 0.003 --
.178 .026 .0088 .0064 3.791 0.0024 - -
.le7 .031 .0175 .0137 3.867 .0038 -- --
.175 .022 .0055 .0034 3.873 .0021 -- --
.176 .024 .0053 .0030 3.955 .0023 -- --
.178 .025 .0077 .0057 3.963 .0020 -- --
.185 .032 .0120 .0112 ).981 .0008 - --
POS1.t1ve 
Creep 
Be.1ow 
Top 
l%) 
-
--
--
--
0.008 
.005 
.005 
.003 
.005 
.003 
.005 
.005 
.003 
.003 
.004 
--
--
--
--
0.030 
--
0.015 
.0038 
.0016 
.0037 
.0052 
.0026 
.0024 
~ 
I 
z 
~ 
o 
» 
t-3 
Z 
Z 
o 
t-' 
t-' 
o 
o 
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8' 
s 
S Specimen 
A, A' Gage rings 
B, B' Set screws 
C Cylinder 
D, D' Standard prisms 
E, E' Roof prisms 
F Placement screw positions 
Figure 1.- Optical torsion meter. 
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Test specimen 
AI Specimen clamps 
BI Amsler testing machine adapters 
Special adapter 
Insulated cooling system 
Helical spring 
FI Outer extension arms 
GI Inner extension arms 
HI Heating coils 
JI Stellite prismatic lozenges 
KI Roof prisms 
Figure 2.- Assembly of low temperature, tension testing apparatus. 
100 r-r-I--C-YC-L-E-N-O-. --~-2-r3-r4'-'-~~~5-r-r6-r~8-'-3-5~3-9~'-40-r-r'-15-5-15-6~-15-7-r1-59~-16"-' 
r- 8 
Figure 3.- Variation of form of hysteresis loops with cyclio repetition. 
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Figure 12.- Variation of tensile proof stresses with prior extension for 
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Figure 16.- Variation of tensile proof stresses with prior extension for 
annealed 18:8 chromium-nickel steel DM-18.3. 
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Figure 68 .- Variation of Poisson's ratio with annealing temperature for 
cold-drawn 18 :8 chromium-nickel steel. 
